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Santa Pe, N. M., March 26.
The seventh ballot, which was
held today, resulted in a con- tlnuatlon of the senatorial
deadlock. The vote was as
as follows:
Democrats
83
Felix Martinez
21
A. A. Jones
1
John W. Poe
Republicans
2
A. B. Fall
17
William J. Mills
17
W. H. Andrews
12
Thomas B. Catron
5
O. A. Larraaolo
3
R. I Baca
2
H. O. Bursum
1
Romero
Eugenio
L. Bradford Prince
1
W. H. Williams
Progressive Republicans
5
John W. Terry
3
Herbert J. Hagerman
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FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Mike Gibbons vs. Jack, Denning, 10 JURY WAS SELECTED AND TE8TI
rounds at New York City.
MONY BEGUN IN DECEMBER
Johnny Moran vs. Bobby Waugh, 10
OF LAST YEAR.
rounds, at Dallas, Texas.
Ernie Zanders vs. "Kid" Demund,
10 rounds, at Janeaville, Wis.
Chicago, March 26. Not guilty was
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Conferences of republican members
lasting until late last night were
held. They were said to be in the
combinaInterest of the
tion. If they had any effect, how
ever, It was not apparent on the ballot today. It Is apparent that the republican organization, while it may
not be favoring any .candidate, prob
ably is noli doing anytning to aid W.
H. Andrews.
Andrews Is making a
lone fight and the only help he Is getting is from H. O. Bursum and Mr.
friends. The
HuTsura"?
personal
Spanish-Americaeditors, representing a number of heading newspapers
printed in Spanish in New Mexico,
Colorado and Texas, sent a resolution MAINTAINS UNTIL THE TRAP IS
SPRUNG THAT HE IS NOT
today to every member of the legisla
ture strongly recommending the elecGUILTY.
and partion of a Spanish-Americaticularly favoring O. A. Larrazolo
March 26. Hez
Mo.,
Marjville,
While efforts are still under way to
murderer
of
the
Hubbell family
Rasco,
a republican caucus not all the memof four, was hanged in the yard of the
to
sign the
bers as yet have asreed
county jail here as the clock was
call.
sTTTkTng 6 this morning.
Kasco proOn Thursday, the republican state
tested his Innocence on tho scaffolc'
make
will
organization, it is declared,
and recited the twenty-thirpsalm.
a supreme effort to elect senators, the
met
He
death
calmly.
choice being, it is said, Fall and Mills.
The crime for which Kasco was
Today republican leaders are workwas the murder of Mr. and
hanged
ing feveerlshly to secure a caucus of
Mrs. Oda Hubbell and th3ir two small
will
who
35
at least
republicans
to abide by the children at their home near Guilpledge thernselvc-choice of tho caucus for United States ford, Mo., on the night of November
senators, 35 being the vote necessary 20, 1910, and the firing of the house
to cover the murders. Bloodhounds,
i elect.
The stood of a df
coali- taking the scent at the scene of the
tion that will elect Felix Martinez, a crime, followed a trail to Hez Rasco's
democrat, to the United States senate room In his father's home and halted
is growing more threatening.
baying at a closet in which was found
The democrats control 23 votes, the a
pair of his overalls.
votes,
five
republicans
progressive
and it would only take seven of the
20 Spanish-Americarepublican votes ASQIilTH CONFESSES
to make a clear majority.
However,
the republican leaders contend It Is
HE CAN DO NOTHING
absurd to imagine for one moment
would be
that nny Spanish-Americadisloyal to his party, but there is no BRITISH PREMIER THINKS THE
COAL STRIKE CANNOT BE
denying that the feeling among the
ENDED SOON
s
is very bitter since

Santa Fe, N. M., March 26. The
-story that a onference of democrats,
In
26.
a short
London, March
(Continued on Page Five)
insurgent? ai'd republican
speech in the house of commons tobad been held last evenday Premier Asquiith confessed the
ing to elect Felix Martinez, democrat,
failure to terminate the
i
progios-sivHasennan,
Herbert
and
OPERATORS PREFER A government's
coal strike. He said:
republican, to the United States
"We have done our best with persenate today is only one of many
STRIKE TO YIELDING fect thoroughness and impartiality
canards that were given circulation
it is with profound disappointand
this forenoon and seemed rto increase
situament
that I have to confess to the
senatorial
of
the
tenseness
the
IF MINERS W'LL NOT WITHDRAW house that all our labors have been
tion.
WORK
DEMANu.
WILL
unavailing."
Judge Albert B. Fall, the leading
was
NEXT
MONDAY.
CEASE
The premier made a final appeal
side,
on
the
republican
candidate
to the disputants as follows: "If, at
in earnest conversation with Speaker j
minute of the leventh
Cleveland, O., March 26. "A strike this
R. L. Baca just before the balloting,
can- is preferable to the granting of the hour, the parties cannot come to a
the
leading
Felix
Martinez,
and
didate on the democratic side, with an miners' demands. We cannot grant reasonable arrangement on a mattei
Inscrutable smile looked over the as- a wage increase even if all other de- Of relatively small porportions they
wlU have a very serious account to
sembly as the balloting was in prog- mands are waived. In other words,
the
of
no
was
shiftnig
ress. But there
the operators cannot yield, and if the render to the country. The government has 'done all it can."
forces except here and there where miners do not, a strike will follow."
one or the other members 6wappd
That was the statement issued to
ENGINEERS TO VOTE
votes tor favorite candidates.
day on behalf of the bituminous op- Xew York, March 26. The demands
Both Willam H. Andrews and Wil erators of western Pennsylvania, j of the
engineers of the 50 railroads
17 Ohio, Indiana and Illinois by J. C.
liam J. Mills held fcheir own,
of Chicago, and north of the
east
votes, the same as yesterday; A. B. Kolsen, of Terre Haute. The opera- Norfolk and Western railroad, having
Fall regained two of the four votes tors will make no other offer than to been refused and neiither of the com- he lost since Saturday; T. B. Catron extend the present wage agreement mlttees of the railroads and the en- lost the two that Fall gained. Martinez toT another two years the position
gineers indicating any retreat from
held his 23 and A. A. Jones lost onsthey t00k when (he conference
their position, moves were made toto
was cast complimentary
journed last week according to Mr. days to submit the whole matter to a
John W. Poe.
Kolsen.
'referendum vote of "the engineers in- The senatorial situation today rewhat policy
The differences, therefore, involv-- ; Volved to determine
mains practically unchanged, the ing the possibility that more than ghould be pursued.
Later 50 repre- deadlock among the republican candi- - 450,000 miners will quit work next sentatives of the Brotherhood of
dates being apparently as tight as Monday when
by
their present wage .locomotive Engineers headed
ever. No candidate apparently nan scales expire, today appeared to be Warren 8 .Stone, voted here today to
strike vote the
gained enough republican votes to no nearer a settlement. The confer- - submit, to a
change the situation one way or the ence reconvened br.t owing to the question of increase aim simiuaruiMi
other. A couple of favorite sons
l
of delegates, a recess was lion of wages, as refused by the eastern railroads. It will require several
votes were given to Holm O. Bursum taken.
and it Is said here that the votes were
The miners' policy committee still days to distribute the ballots. April
taken from his friend Catron. The Is here awaiting to recommend what 10 has been sat for making public
progressive republicans have neither shall be done in the anthracite and here the result.
allied themselves with democrats or bituminous situations. The commitWOOL MARKET WEAK
regulars nor have they indicated a tee had fixed to suspena any action
26. Dull
March
trading
Boston,
candidate
except
for
of
outcome
the
bituminous
the
until
any
preference
dothe
mark
with
prices
weakening
Hargeraan- - prince, R. L. Baca and conference is known. If the bitumidecline
'The
parwool
market.
.
nous conference falls to reach an mestic
Terry, scattering their ballots.
in the fine
Is noticeable
Glltenwater who lined them up agreement the committee's recommen- ticularly
have shown
holders
grades
although
dation for a referendum vote will be
yesterday received no votes today.
of
to
cheaper
a
dispose
wilingness
The ballot Is considered favorable similar In the cases of bituminous wools at recessions.
New Arizona
to the republican organization which Shd anthracite miners.
wool is arriving slowly and sells
John P. White, president of the
stood solidly by Fall and Catron, but
readily at 20 to 2 cents. Interest in
former Governor Mills "maintained union, said In case of a disagreement the new clip In other parts of the
the firm and solid position he has had the policy committee could recom- west Is maintained and It Is reported
mend only that the miners strike. that plenty of buyers are willing to
since the first ballot. A few votes
The shutting down of the mines next take Montana at 18. Some Texas 12
were shifted around but Mills'
Monday would follow
automatically months has changed hands at 53.
strength was not diminished. A ma- without any action by Lie union's ex- Pulled wool continues dull but the
jority of his votes were cast on a ecutive heads, he said.
foreign product is active.
Spanish-American-

CHICAGO

N
Washington, March 26. Senate: In
session 1:45 p. m.
Resumed debate on Stephenson
election resolution.
Representatives Howard and Bart-let- t
of Georgia, urged before senate MEN ACCUSED OF VIOLATION OF
HEZ RASCO, CONVICTED OF MUR
and
bouse joint
of juSHERMAN LAW FREED OF
DER, PAYS THE PENALTY
committee's postponement ot
diciary
STIGMA BY JURY.
ON GALLOWS.
action on proposed workmen's com
pensation bills.
House: Met at noon.
VERDICT
CAUSED SURPRISE
HAD
FOUR PEOPLE
KILLED
Began consideration of diplomatic
and consular appropriation bill.
HAD PRE
WIPED OUT OF EXISTENCE THE
Florida everglades land investiga THE GOVERNMENT
SENTED
WHAT
LOOKED
HUBBELL FAMILY OF GUILtion continued. Editor Arnold of ag
LIKE A STRONG CfiBE.
ricultural department saying dci art- FORD MISSOURI.
ment does not put its O K. pn any
report on the everglades.
INNOCENCE
HIS
DECLARES
TRIAL LASTED MANY WEEKS

n

4 4

CITY EDITION.

1912.

ACQUITTAL FOR

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

TWENTY-THIR- D

Fall-Catro- n

LEGISLATORS WHO WISH TO GET

ACCUSED

DIES

tote.

SENATORIAL SITUATION

MARCH 26,

a

s
combination, the former
governor appearing popular for a running mate with Fall and Mr. Catron.
The democrats cast meir votes tor
Jones and Martinez but a couple of
them escaped Jones, one voting for
Mills and another for one of the lesser candidates. Judge Fall gained one

SEVENTH BALLOT

TUESDAY,

STATE CONVENTION
INSTRUCTS
DELEGATES ,T LARGE TO
VOTE FOR TAFT.
Tnaianapolis, Ind., March 26. The
Indiana republican convention today
adopted a resolution instructing tne
state's four delegates at large to the
'national convention to vote for the
renominatlon of President Taft National Committeeman Harry S. New,
former Vice President Charles W.
James E. Watson and
Fairbanks,
Joseph Doliver were elected dele.
gate!
m
The Taft faction had a majority of
105 over the supporters of Mr. Roosevelt. By 5" vote of 772 to 667 the convention tableffXhe minority report' oi
the credentials
committee, seating
contesting Roosevelt delegates. The
Roosevelt delegates held a separate
convention In the rear of the hall on
the adjuornment of the regular convention and elected as delegates at
large former Senator A. J. Beverldge,
Fred
Edwin M. Lee and
Landls.
Charles H. Campbell,
Announcement of the Taft faction's
control of the convention by a majority of 105 was received by the Roosevelt delegates with shouts of protest,
hut they did not demand a roll call
when the majority report of the committee on organization was 'declared
adopted on an aye and' nay vote.
The Nebraska Convention
Omaha, Neb., March 26. The exact
number of delegates in the republican
national convention Is definitely fixed by this statement by Victor Rose-wateacting chairman of the republican national committee:
"In view of the many nquiries, it
may be stated officially that the number of deelgates In the republican
convention under the call Is 1,078,
maing 540 the necessary majority to
nominate."

r,

New York for Roosevelt

March 26. Senator
Washington,
to the
Joseph M. Dixon returned
Roosevelt headquarters today from a
conference with his New York associates.
"In seven districts of New York
our checking shows we will poll two
votes for Roosevelt to one cast for
Taft, in today's primaries," said Senator Dixon. "Whether they will permit us to count them is another question."
Contest In Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colo., March 26.
With only one contest filed with
the republican state central committee over the seating of delegations,
the committee took a recess until 2
this afternoon. The contest filed is
from Archuleta county. According to
Merle D. Vincent the Roosevelt leader, a contest may be filed by the
Roosevelt men from Power county
unless it is decided to make the fight
before the committee of the Second
The probabll-tcongressional district.
1b that out of 902 deelgates in the
state convention the Taft .people will
have at least 675 and 'the Roosevelt
side. 227, although Vincent today
claimed about 240.
y

the verdict which the jury returned
today in the trial of the ten Chicago
packers accused by the government
of violation of the criminal sections
of the Sherman anti-truact. The
verdict was returned before United
States District Judge Carpenter after
the jury had deliberated more than
19 hours.
The ten defendants accused by the
government and acquitted are: Swift
Group Louis F. Swift, president of
Swift & Co.; Edward F. Swift,
of Swift & Co.; Charles rl.
Swift, director of Swift & Co.; Francis A. Fowler, manager dressed beef
department, Swift & Co.
Armour Group J. Ogden Armour,
president Armour & Co.; Arthur
Meeker, director and general manager
Armour & Co.; Thomas J. Connors,
director and general superintendent
Armour & Co.
Morris Group Edward
Morris,
president Morris & Co.; Louis H.
Heiman, manager beef department
iMorrls &
Tilden, president of the National Packing Co.
There was no excitement, although
the defendants smiled and some
shook hands with their attorneys.
The court room was crowded and a
hurried exit of many from the room
when the verdict was read was
checked by the judge. The verdict
came as a surprise to many who had
been watching the ease and had fear-ewait meant a
that the
in
the
jury room.
long drawn battle
Thomas J. Connors and Edward Tilden were the only defendants in
court when the verdict was read.
They were soon after joined by Edward F. Swift, Charles H. Swift,
Francis A. Fowler and J. Ogden
who hurried to the court room
on receiving notice that the jury had
reached a verdict. Edward Morris,
Louis H. Heyman, Arthur Meeker and
Louis F. Swift did not reach the federal building until after the proceedings in the court were completed.'
Three ballots were taken today on
the question of guilty or not guilty.
The first ballot resulted eight for acquittal and four for conviction. The
second ballot showed 11 for acquittal
and one for conviction. The third ballot was unanimous for acquittal. The
only ballot taken last night was on
the question whether If one was
guilt?, all were guilty. This ballot
stood 10 to two In fSvor of the proposition. THe verdict was.nanded to
the clerk of the court by Juror J.
E. Harvey, who was selected foreman,
it read:
"We, the jttry, find the defendants
not guilty."
United States District Attorney
James H. Wilkerson was deeply affected by the verdict. He jumped to
his feet as the words sounded through
the court room and tears filled his
eyes.
"I have nbthing to say," was his
only comment as he walked from the
court room.
The court session occupied less
than 10 minutes. J. H. Edwards, of
Streator, one of the Jurors, discussing the proceedings in the jury room,
said:
"The reason on which the acquittal
was based was that wc gave the defendants the benefit of the doubt. We
did not believe that the government
had made out a strong case. The
people had not suffered and we could
rd

d

not see our way clear to convict the
defendants, under the evidence pre
sented. We did not attempt to analyze the figures presented by the
government and decided the case on i
the broad lines of the arguments and
the testimony which we remembered. '
I

Market Is Affected.
After the announcement of the verdict in the packers' trial, provisions
advanced all around. The rise was
15 cents for pork and bacon and 7
to 10 cents for lard. The addition to
the cost of packing house products
was attrbuted on change to active
covering by shorts and to sympathize
with a bulge In the price of corn.
Swift & Company shares advanced
2
4
points on the Chicago stock
exchange today an hour before the
verdict After the Jury had come in
a further jump upward occurred, making a total advance of six points.
2
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Rlfi RATTIF

HAS

BEEN BEGUN AT

GENERAL

OROZCO IS

AN ARMY OF

1,500

DIRECTING
REBEL

SOLDIERS

UAr uiML ninue nccctin Tnu.it
innuuiiiL uimu uli liiu lunti
ARE PREPARED
INSURRECT08
TO PUT UR A STIFF RESISTANCE

REPULSE GOVERNMENT TROOPS

Not to Lueky
New York, March 26. Judge Hand MADERO'S ARMY WAS HELD
In the United States district court toCHECK YE8TERDAY AT
day denied the motion to Instruct the
jury to acquit John E. Parsons, Wash
lngton B. Thomas and other directors
o fthe American Sugar Refining com
pany, charged with violation of the
criminal clause of the Sherman anti-rus- t
law in closing the Pennsylvania
The trial,
Sugar Refining comuany.
therefore, will proceed.
Department of Justice Disappointed
Washington, March 26, Officials of
the departmenit of justice
plainly
showed their disappointment over the
acquittal of the packers but declined
to make any statement. They declined to commit themselves on the question whether the government would
proceed against the packers with a
civil suit under the anti-trus- t
law.
20,000 OPERATIVES IDLE
v
26. Nearly
Lowell, Mass., March
20,000 operatives In the several cotton
manufacturing plants of Lowell will
be Idle until the differences between

the agftDts
jidjusfc
Orders were received today from
the head offices in Boston to close all
g
the mills allied with the Lowell
association untli further notice. More than thousand textile operatives in this ctiy today joined ranks
with the two thousand strikers who
are demanding a greater wage in
crease than that granted by the manufacturer's.
ed.

TAFT SENDS MESSAGE
Washington, March 26. President
Taft today sent to congress a message urging the Immediate enactment
of a law to protect from private entry and exploitation fields of potash
such as recently discovered in southern California.
SEVENTY-NIN-

E

MEN ARE

IMPRISONED IN

A

MINE

COLIN
VIRGINIA
EXPLOSION
MAY
LIERY
CAUSE
LARGE
LOSS OF LIFE

Welch, W. Va., March 26. An ex
plosion in the mine of the Jed Coal
and Coke company at Jed today imprisoned 79 men, of whom. ten have
been taken out alive and one dead.

There are hopes that the remaining
68 may be found alive. The Jed mine
is 150 feet deep and is located at Jed,
six miles south of Welch, In McDowell county. The mine Is on the Gary
branch of ithe Norfolk and Western
railroad.
The bodies of four miners had been
taken from the Jed coal mine up to
3 o'clock this afternoon and tea men
had been rescued alive. It was reported at this hour that there were
still 93 men In the mine. Government rescuing men believe few of the
remaining men in the mine are alive.
Rescuing parties are making frantic efforts to reach miners still imprisoned. The cause of the explosion
is unknown.

IN

DOLORES

Jimenez Mex., March 26. General
Otozco arrived from Chiuahua this
The
morning with reinforcements.
federals under General Trucy Aubert.
Franscisco Villa and Tomas Urbina,
are within three miles of here, at
Dolores ranch and firing has started.
Jimenez was attacked at 11 o'clock
with the federals cannonading and the
liberals returning it
Both are in good positions. Genera
Orozco is directing the fight in person. The liberals are 2,000 strung
and the federals number about 1,600.
General Trucy Aubert led his fed
within six miles of Jimenez
last night, but early today his movement was checked by the outposts aits
Hacienda Dolores. He has 1,200 men
Including rural ee under Urbina and
Villa. The attack of Aubert was no-- a
surprise. It was known yesterO.r-tha- t
he had left Florida, a short distance southwest of here and, was
heading for Jimenez with
men.
Tho forcing back fo the federals
south of town last night enabwt He,
eral Salazar to return to Jimenez last
night witlh 500 of his men, with two
machine guns, which, added to the
artillery here and the garrison of 50
making it possible to put up effective
resistance to the federals under Aubert.
It was known that they would advance over the trail for the west, a
force was sent out last night to hold'
the hacienda. Machine guns support
ed by two cannon were sent tc the
front. Hacienda Dolores Is defeuie'l
by 1,000 men, three machine guilds and
two cannons.
Fighting stopped below Corralitos
with the federal back near Fsclon.
They were practically .snrrounded by
the Insiurrectos.
The fata'.ltles
smaller than reported yesterday, when according to the best information, the federals lost in dead,
wounded and captured, more than 350.
About 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon
General Salazar sent word toy Gen- -'
eral Cam pa at the front, stating that
General Aubert was reported close to
Jimenez, and suggesting the advisab
ility of sending 500 men at on?e with
two machine guns captured from the
federals and two cannons, also tro
phies. Special trains were sent Out
from Jlnemenez and arirving be von d
oCrralltos picked up 600 men and artillery. The train reached here at
2 o'clock this morning.
etui-cavalr- y

wer.-muc-

Artillery Does Business
City, March 26. The federal artillery created havoc among tha
the revolutionaries ait Jlmenes..-Ip- j
cording to reports reaching President
Madero today from El Paso. The for'
eign statement today was issued front
i
the president's office:
"All persons arriving from Jimenez
and deserters from the rebels say
the federal troops caused great destruction with their artlilery and that
at .Tlmenea
the rebels eonr'nTTtd
are greatly den
lized.
"It Is calculated that a loss of more
than 1,000 dead and wounded was inRescue Car Sent to Scene
on the enemy and, according
Washington, March 26. Director J. flicted
to
the
report,
great fear exists among
A. Holmes of the bureau of
mines,
today Liidered mine rescue car No. 7, General Orozco's men."
at St. Paul, Virginia, to .led. It carries four expert mine rescue men,
Sanehez Is Loyal
headed by Foreman William Bruke.
El Paso, Tex., March 26. General
This car will go by special to Jed and Jose de la Cruz Sanchez, commanding
should arrive there this afternoon. the Maderista rurales at Ojinaga,
Mine rescue car No. 6 at Irwin, PennPresidio, Texas, denies that he
sylvania, also was ordered to Jed. has forsaken Madero and cast his lot
This car la In charts of Foreman W. wth the rebels as announced at GenA. Raudenbush with two expert res- eral Pascual Orozco's headquarters in
cue men.
Chtbua last Saturday. f&
Mexico

te

m.
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fusion.
The public always pays to see

a
winner. They expect and demand (o
see winners. They have no patience
kwlth a man who can't make good,
and it doesn't make any difference tn
them bow hard he may be trying sh
long as he doesn't succeed.
Pot Cwo years or more I was called
the grant $11,000 "lemon." The spec
tators used to shout it at me from
the bleachers; the press used to print
it In big headlines: I saw or heard
It everywhere.
If I sad made a different entrance
Into the big league company, I bellove
my experience would have bee a different, too. As It was, the press as
far too flattering In the beginning.
They gave me a remarkably good
send-off- ,
but they over rated my abil
ities and the public grew to expect a
great "deal more than I was able to
give them. Bat no experience they
say is lost, and I suppose the experience I hare had, though It has
been unpleasant enough, will be of
some use to me now that T seem to
have made a fair start.
I Played baseball ever sine-'- ; I cat
remember.
It was always the only
ame.as now. There is no other like It.
The only training I ever had was on
the sand lots of my native city of
eveland. The wonderful system of
teur ball clubs, which the city of
Cleveland has developed give the
of that ciity an excellent chance
at baseball practice.
I did not feel discouraged, as I tub
rung and had plenty of time, and
the fact that my work had attracted
otice of one major league owner
a:i uratttr fair proof that I might ex
..
pmore notice later on. It came
j11 right in the shape of a con'
from Indianapolis, and it was in the
Ion that my ntoXea- jyaerju taeociat
uasenun
slonal toufue
experienc
-

oe-ga-

mat season

T
was In fine form. I
victories straight, and from
that time scouts from all the big
league circuits were looking me over.
The press began to take notice, too,
and all kinds of flattering comments
appeared from time to time. If there
had not been so many of them, it
would have been much
better all

won

M

Giants at the record price of fll.OO".
This seemed to be a rortnnate climax to a good summer's work, but
instead it proved the beginning of
two years of very deep disappointment. The papers devoted n great
deal of space to the episode:
they
dwelt on the price that was paid for
me and drew vivid pictures of what
my career with a major league club
should be. All this waa well enough
if it were meant is a boost to a
player, but It was entirely overdone.
It set a standard for me that
con! I
nob possibly attain: it roused the ex
pectationa of the "fans" to a high
pitch, and when- these expectations
failed to be realized the public was
naturally disappointed.
I shall
never forget my first game
In big league company. It is still so
vivid in my mind that I minor look
back on It now with any degree of
comfort. We were playing Cincinnati.
The people turned out In great crowds
to see the new "phenom" pitch. The
records said there were 30,000 people
present, but wlien I entered the pit'h-er'f- l
box with my knees knocking to
gether and looked up into the stands.
I could aee at least double that number. I was only 18 at the time and
extremely anxious to make good, but
I had small
hopes of living up to the
high expectations of my work whl'e
the crowd seemed to entertain, and
I was extremely nervous.
The mere
fact that I was so anxious to make
to
good made it Impossible for
do myself justice. I could not bear
to think what the crowd would say
If I should hit a batter in my nervousness and in an effort to avoid this
I was extremely wild.
Then when i
to
control
tried
by putting thorn
gain
over the plate, I had to depend soirij
on a straight ball, which I was not
able to handle with my ordinary apod
lack. Then the balls started comim;
for me like rifle shots and went as
safe hits. It was a daughter and

It Is natural for a child to laugh and
play and when it sulks drowsily or
cries you may depend on It something
physical is the matter. If you see no
evidences of a seriioua ailment yon
will not be wrong if you quietly she
it a dose of mild laxative that even
ing on putting it to bed.
The remedy moot generally recommended for this purpose Is Dr.
Syrup Pepsin, which mothers
througout the country have been giving their children for a quarter of a
century. Today thousands of families
are using it where hundreds used It
then .and there must be good reason
for this word of mouth recommenda- It is admittedly the perfect laxative
for children, women, old people and
all others who need a gentle bowel
stimulant and not a violent salt, cathartic pill or doctored water. Dr.
Coldwell's Syrup Pepsin will act
gently, and when taken before retir

ing
ring completj satisfaction in
the morning.
After a short use of
this remedy all forms of outside aid
can be dispensed with and nature will
again act alone.
Allclasses of good American people
keep It In the home for ills of the
stomach, liver and bowels, and among
the thousands who have written the
doctor that they will never be without
it are Mrs. O. A. Bates. 246 E. 6th St..
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Mrs. T. E.
Hickman, Temnath, Coto A dose of It
has saved many a person from a serious illness.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist alt 50 cents
or one dollar a large 'bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406
Washington, St., Montlcello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal will do.

and on one or two occasions I went
'beyond bounds when I was goaded by
some of those cartoons on 111,001
"lemons." It is not pleasant to be
the goal of the whole 'segue, but
when references are made to mere
personal matters that Is going neyorrl
what I will stand for. I know one
day at St. Louts I spoiled a hat and
a necktie for one of the press writers
who had abused me beyond reason
and was fined $25 for it by the umHowever, It was worth it to
pire.
me. and I didn't complain, though I
cannot say about the sporting writer.
ThiB thing went on for more than
two years, until last spring I made up
my mind I would either make good
or get out of the game. I resolved to
pay no attention whatever to any remarks made to me by the "fans" or
the press, but to put them over
I
of what might
happen.
started on this resolve on the spring
training trip down south, depending
solely on speed. I remember T was
pitching to Meyers, and the first one
got away from him, it was going so
fast, but it was the beginning. I stuck
to fast, straight ones to get back my
control. I knew control had never
bothered me at Indianapolis. In fact,
when
first went there I did not.
know what the word meant. I heard

srtuck out 14 men. That was the
true beginning of my big league experience. I cannot help but contrast
it with my first game with the Cincinnati club where big things were
expected of me and my own nervousness and lack of confidence in myself
lost out.
Here no one expected anything of
me. I had nothing to lose. I was
merely the great $11,000 "lemon" and
I could do myself full justice. Prom
that moment my old time confidence
was restored. I went back to my
curves. I used full speed. I pitched
as I had done in the old days with
Indianapolis, and the result of my
last season's work was a pretty
that I made good.
No one can say what will happen In
the next season, but I have this much
to say: I have been the great $11,000
"lemon." I have been a big league
failure, If you wish to call It that, but
I am not one now, and I shall not 'be
again. I have a number of years left,
If nothing happens, for work in the
major league circles. I have just
signed a three years' contract with
the Giants, and they are going to get
my very best work.
I owe it to Mr. Bush,
a prince
among magnates, and Mr. McGraw, an
equal prince among managers, for
their patience In dealing with me in
that long season when I was not
making them anyv adequate rpturn.
But I shall entleavor to the best of
my ability, in the seasons which are
coming, to give them a return for
their great faith In rm which has
made my present success and future
prospects possible.

Cald-wel'-

1
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l
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blew up completely.
That was the only game I took part
in that season, but it was enough. I
was so badly rattled that I did not
get over it all winter. The openuis
of the next season found me In fully
as bad condition, or wore.
I lost confidence comple.ely, and them
talking about control and wonthe knocks which the press ami the dered what it was. This time I knew.
spectators gave me did not he p mat ; I had control once, and 1 made up
a plicWtu, n my mind I could get it again.
tern
T.'When
moment I failed to put them over
Last season ithe first big game I
Ihere would be a series of ca'!-- "'i ak pitched that made any impression on
him out" and various comments on anyone was in that game where, the.
T

j

j

t

the
this

Criticism

'lemon."

$11,000

ot

(Hants scored 13 runs in the first
against St. Louis. McGraw saw
his chance. He did not think that
even
could lose the game then, so
he sent me In, and it was my chance,
too. Here was the opportunity I was
looking for. I had nothing to lose.
The game was already won. There
was nothing ait stake and nothing special was expected of me. My nervousness passed away completely and I
pitched as I had never pitched before.
In eight innings which followed

g

Lo
kind is very unnerving
It
young player new to the game.
gets the nerve of the old timers, too,
more
to some extent, but they ai
used to it and ran stand it better.
nun, wnere many uiousaniis or voices
are shouting at once "Take him out."
:t round.
the pitcher is likely to gro,.- liscour
t do not- - know that the club ese- aged, and I do not believe any man
my feelings, but can do his best under such circumially respected
I found stances.
moved long before
(hin-fI know
was
at times.
mys?lf the property of the New York
s

d
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COLLEGES
UP

TAKE

KAYSER GLOVES

BOXING

Look for the Name

will

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAV

1

-

1

MARCH 26, 1912.

The Peevish Child
Needs a Laxative

HOW IT SEEMS TO BE A
BIG LEAGUE FAILURE
They called me a big league failure,
and
suppose I was, say
"Rube"
Marnuard in the April Baseball Maga,
fctne. 1 know I tried hard enough
and worried enough about my record,
tout 1 failed for all that, and the memory of that experience is still with
ma good deal like a iiisafcreeable
dream
Baseball U no a game for failures.
There la no room In Its ranks for the
man who can't make good, and so it Is
harder to be a big league failure than
it la to fall In almost any other pro

TUESDAY,

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money It
it fails to cu'e. E. W GROVE'S sle
nature Is on eacu box 25c
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience If you
use Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.

Button all SOk in Mack or
91.25
white, per pair
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UNIVERSITIES

OF PENNSYLVANIA AND COLUMBIA ARE
FOR GLOVE CONTESTS.

From the trend of things

In

a

box-

ing way, It is evident that in the
future, we will have college
nea-dlsta-

nt

Patent
Finarer-TiDDe-

d

Ulove.

Button all Silk, in black
85c
or white, per pair

Button real Chamoisette in
white or chamois color 65c

16

ma

bUcup

16Button Lisle Venetian in

Look out for silk ;.vcs tv.;it don't
and don't wiur. All genuine
the kind yo: vc always
Kaysers
worn have "K.iys r" in the bcm.
We sell tbem-a- ny
shade or style
at the price of interior makes.
fit

white only, per pair

65o

.

boxers going after the championships
Short all Silk gloves in black
in the various classes. Of late it has
or white per pair.
been the fad among many of the big
colleges to Introduce boxing as one
Short all Silk gloves of lighter weight, black, white or gray 65c
of the principal exercises, and tourBOo
naments have been arranged whereShort Chamoisette gloves, white, grey or Cnamois
men
the
the
for
in
title
compete
by
Short Lisle Venetian Glove, black only
3Bo
the various classes. The Unlvernity
of Pennsylvania, also the University
of Columbia and two of the big California colleges are the latest to take
np the boxing game and they are giving it their heartiest support In addition, many of the smaller colleges
is of exceptional quality, good weight and fast
throughout the country have taken
colors. Extra spliced heels and toes insures satisup the game and from present indica,
will
tions it
be possible to hold tourfactory service.
naments on a very large scale in the
They are perfect fitting and combine style,
near future, with representatives from
comfort
and service to a maximum degree.
states.
of
the
many
This would be on a par with the
Black, white and colors, per pair
$tm60
way In which some of the big tournaments in England are conducted.
Las Voai'LondinSforG
There seems no good reason why the
sport shduW not be fostered, for It Is
certainly less Injurious than football.
Prof. R. T. McKenzle of the University of Pennsylvania, is just as enthuSouth Side Plajo.
EatdUiahod 186
siastic over boxing as Professor Stagg
is over football, at the University of
Chicago, and he predicts mat within
a few years all the prejudice against and from there visit South Africa,
Senator .left' Davis is a ':a:ididate
after which I would go to London and for
and is opposed by forboxing will have died away.
Paris, returning home by way of New mer Oongresirtian Stophe i Ki uiidhige
"Packey" McFarland, the pride of York. I cannot say positively at this of Searcy. The laui has otumied
cham- time that I will go through with it, the st ttc 'rom end o en i and 'lis
Chicago, and
pion of the United States, Is planning out those are my intentions if noth- friends ;m; i ve he has inrc i ri it
a tour around the world in 1913, and ing turns up to prevent them. All even cha.ice of winnini inc enaUH-shithen retire from rhe arena for all tfhis talk about my meeting Mike
time. In talking of the proposition Gibbons at the welterweight limit
?s. ' if cote.vu
The
if lei-r- i
l ove nor (.eorno
in Chicago the other day, "Packey" is bosh. I do not intend to go into heated net v
ti.ii"!
said:
ro,
that class while I can fight around Donaghey, , .o desi. 'TSver since I returned from Europe the lightweight limit, not that I am and Joseph T. Robinson, who has repSixth district In
I have had my mind set on making afraid of Gibbons in the
least, but 1 resented the
a tour around the world, and would do not intend to give away weight to for a number of years.
Statewide prohibition and taxation
like to do it while I am near the top a clever man man like Gibbons when
are the issues in the fight, for the
of the heap In the boxing line. You it is unnecessary.
Governor Donaghey,
know while I am a 'card' there is a
"There has also been talk of my governorship.
statewide
prohibition
certain magtfetlam about the drawing' meeting Ray Bronson at 142 pounds, advocates
power and it would mean money to me but nothing has been done in this re- through the medium of the initiative
and referndum, to be submitted in the
In the countries I would visit, where spect, and I will not
go through with
next Seipt ember.
boxing is permitted. I nad made up the match unless there Is good money election to he held
He also advocates adoption by the
a
a
mind
to
and
half
ago
go in sight. The one man I want to
my
year
people of thoso-calleto Australia and even signed a con- meet of all is Ad
Wolgast, and if he
revenue ad, passed by the last
for
tract with Hugh Mcintosh
a tour will make a match at 133
pounds at legislature, which seeks to revolutionmother
hut
that
my
through
country,
3 o'clock he will find me ready to do
ize the taxing and other revenue laws
objected and I gave up the trip and business in a hurry and 'there will be
of the state.
at
remained
home, although it cost no backing up on my part. I see no
Congressman Robinson, who is op
me $10,000 to do so. I have several reason
why he should favor some of posing Governor Donaghey for a
contests in view now one with these other fellows ahead of
me, for third term, is inclined to make
light
Young Erne in Philadelphia and an- I think I am the logical candidate
of the prohibition question as a leadother with Knockout Brown but for a
championship match, and you
issue. He says, however, that if
aside from that have not negoti- will find out in the not distant future ing
a majority votes for statewide prohiated any nig matchen at the present that the clubs will Insist upon all bition he will insist
upon its enforcetime. It is my Intention to work my
weighing at 3 o'clock in the after- ment in the event he is elected govway out west, then go to Australia noon instead of ringside."
ernor. He opposed the
revenue act, claiming If ratified,
it will increase the taxes
paid by
it
NO WORDS WASTED.
farmers,
A Swift Transformation Briefly DeArkansas has not adopted the presidential preference primary system,
scribed.
About food, the following brief but but ward and township mass meetings
emphatic letter from a Georgia woni-a- will be held tomorrow for the selecgoeB straight, to the point and is tion of delegates to the state conven
tlon, which in turn will name the
Mrs. Blankenship Tells of Her convincing:
to the democratic national
of
attacks
"My
frequent
indigesiioj
Restoration to Health by
It is generally underwood
and palpitation of the heart culminatLydia E. Pinkham's Vegdemocrats are for
ed in a sudden and desperate ilhiess, thai Arkansas
etable Compound.
from which I arose enreebled in mind Champ Clark for president, wilh
and body. The doctor advised me ta Woodrow Wilson and Judson Ham on
Elliston, Va. "I feel it my duty to live on cereals, but none of thorn running a fairly even race for second
express my thanks for what Lydia E. agreed with me until I tried Grape-Nut- choice.
rinKbam s Vegetafood aha Postum.
ble Compound has
HAS NO DECIDED CHOICE
"The more I used of them the more
done for me. I was
Richmond, Va., March 26. That
a sufferer from fe- I felt convinced that they were just
male troubles and what I needed, and in a short time the Old Dominion has no decided
had been confined in
they made a different woman of me. preference as yet in the matter of a
bed over one third of
My stomach and heart troubles disap- candidate for the democratic presimy time for ten
dential nomination is indicated by the
months. I could not peared as If by magic, and my mind
do my housework was restored and is as clear as it veiws expressed by the members oi
the Virginia state democratls --xui.
and had fainting ever was.
who assembled here todnv
mittee
spells so that my hus"I gained flesh and strength so
band could not leave
decide upon the time
aston;ila;e for.
were
that
friends
my
rapidly
mc-- alone for five minutes at a time.
have holding the state couventlni ,0
"Now I have been restored to health ished. Postum and Grape-Nut- s
lect the delegates to rhe Baltimore
and it has come from taking Lydia E. benefited me so greatly that I am
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. When- glad to bear this testimony." Name convention. Woodrow Wilson has
made the most active
ever I SCC n r.ufTerinrr wr.man T want tn
campaign, here
Postum Co., Battle Creek,
so far as his name probably is. heard
tell her what this medicine has done given by
Mich.
for me and I will always speak a good
more frequently than that of any of
"There's a reason," and it is exword for it" Mrs. Rorkrt Rr.Anrw.
the other democratic aspirants. The
ENsaip, Elliston, Va., Montgomery Co. plained in tha little book, "The Road fact that he is a
native of Virginia
to Wellville," In pkgs.
is expected to aid his candidacy t0
Was Helpless Now Well.
Ever read the above letter? A new some extent.
Congressman Under-wooTrenton, Mo. ''About two years ago one appears from time to time. They
is
well thougM of and he also
I had female trouble and inflammation so are genuine, trrre, and full of human
is regarded as something of a "native
bad that I was literally helpless and had Interest.
son," since he was educated at the
to be tended like a baby. I could not
move my body or lift my foot for such
University of Virginia Champ Clark
ARKANSAS DEMO PRIMARIES
severe pains that I had to scream. I was
eas many admirers and Governor HarLittle Rock, Ark., March 26. Demo- mon also would be an
very nervous and had a weakness.
acceptable can
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- crats of Arkansas in a primary elec didate, especially
tiie old line
among
has
to
such
me
an
pound
extent tion tomorrow will nominate a com democrats.
helped
Unless developments bethat I think there is no medicine like it
for female troubles. 1 am up and able plete state ticket and members of the tween now and the meeting of tha
to do my work again and I give you full legislature, one United States sen- state convention change the situation
in materially it appears likely that
permission to publish my letter for the ator and seven representatives
Vir.
sake of other suffering women." Mrs. congress. Nominations are consider ginia's 25
delegates will go to Balti- W.T PURNELL,320-10t- h
St.,Trenton,Mo. ed equivalent to elections.
more without Instructions
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SHE SUFFERED

TREMENDOUS RESERVATION OF SEATS FOR "MADAME SHERRY"

TEN MONTHS
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SCENE FROM "MADAME SHERRY.
look as though the are on sale at the Sire of E. G.
gaging than its score. The love of a all its accessory
Room Only"' placard will
who still had a few left this man
for a maid under odd circum- amusement.

It has begun to

"Standing
have to be hung in the lobby of the
Duncan opera house tomorrow night,
so heavy has been the advance sale
of seats for "Madame Sherry". This
delightful musical production will be
the last attraction of the season, announce Managers James S. Duncan,
Jr., and H. P. Browne, and it is likely that is one of the reasons for the
Immense advance reservation. Seats
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del-egat-
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Mur-phe-

afternoon.

stances, love of the soulful, romanBecause everyone all over the conn,
tic sort, love that blossoms In the
try Is humming, singing or whistling

some numbers of the score of the big
sensational musical success, "Madame Sherry," the impression is current In some quarters that the pro
duction's charm Is in greater part
musical. Report says that the mirth
qualities of the play are no less en

heart of youth and flourishes as true
love ever ades, when things do not
go smoothly, is tKe" reigning spell of
the production, according to report,
but this love, this courtship is so beset on so many sides, and attended
by so many misadventures, that while
itself remaining Sh appealing interest.

d

situations

arouse
Some Idea of the fun
developed may perhaps be gleaned by
a summary of the character of the
play which besides the lovers include
an Italian house janitor, his Irish
g
wife, a lively
actresa, a
New York" man about town, an amusingly whimsical uncle of the maid in
love, and others, including the pupils of a dancing school and the
guests of a yachting party.
fun-lovin-

r'
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THE ONLY THING

IN

DOUBT

13

THE SIZE OF HIS VOTE AT
CHICAGO CONVENTION.

President William II Taft Is on a
fair road to renominatioD an the Republican standard bearer In the campaign of 1912. With approximately
100 delegates to the Chicago conveu
tloo already Instructed for him, the
president is more than likely to break
his record of 1908, when be was nominated with 702 votes on the first ballot in the Chicago convention of that
year. There Is no longer any question
that be will be renominated, and the
only question now puzzling the manu
gers of the Taft campulffn is the completeness of his victory.
Coupled with the assurance of his
renomtnatton is the growing sentiment
in the big Republican states both cast
and west that President Taft is the
only Republican candidate who can
possibly be elected this fall. It will
be recalled readily enougl that when
Mr. Taft took ortico three years ago,
March 4 last, the great issues of tariff

with the alternative or a cnange in
administration, a change Id policies
and a continuation of business depres
slon and general unrest.
In estimating the probabilities of
President Taft's renomlnatioo and re
election It is necessary to recur only
to recent history The president car
Ned every northern state in 1908. Be
tweet) the election of thut year nnl
1910 occurred the tariff legislation
known as the Payne tariff law. it is
a well known maxim of polities that
that party which revises the tariff is
defeated at the next election, and the
only exception to the rule in reint
years was the passage of the LHngley
law. which was followed so closely by
ean
the outbreak of the Spanlsh-Anie- r
war as to bury the tariff Issue in a
wave of patriotic enthusiasm. The
in the big Re
more recent
publican states east of the Mississippi
river, notably In New York. New Jer
sev and Pennsylvania, have shown a
return of Republicans to the fold and
a restoration of the old time Republie
an majorities, which justifies the pre
diction that they will be safely in the
Taft column in November. That they
will so unanimously support any other
Republican candidate, particularly If
the third term issue is Injected into
the fight, is denied by the best In
formed leaders in those states.
As to the nomination there is no
longer any doubt but that President
Taft will have a majority of the dele
gates both from the north and (lie
south. New England will be practicalHe
ly if not entirely solid for him
will have sweeping victories in New
York. Pennsylvania and the other mid
Ohio has never
die Atlantic states
yet fdtied to support a favorite sun
candidate or failed to cast its electoral
vote for a Republican candidate for
president Indiana. Illinois. low:i. Mis
Kourl. Minnesota.
Kansas. NebrasU,.
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Politicia rs
William J. Bryan will address the
Jefferson club banquet in lies Moines
April 3.

anti-trus-

South Dakota and Oklahoma of the
middle western states will all have
their quota of Taft delegates in the
convention, four of them having al
ready instructed delegates in some dis- tricts for the president. The southern
states will be almost unanimous in
their support of the president, while in
Utah. Montana. Idaho, Colorado, Wy
oming. Arizona and the Pacific coast
states there is every assurance of solid

Taft delegations. Present indications
point only to a scattering opposition to
President Taft's renomination.
Taft For Peace.
was only by the exercise of rare
discretion and tact that war was averted with Mexico nearly a year ago. Had
President Taft yielded to the demands
of some of the "jingoes" of the coun-

It

try the United States might easily have
been plunged Into a conflict with its
With
neighbor over fancied wrongs.
out permitting the rights of American
citizens to suffer In any respect. Mr.
Taft bandied a ticklish diplomatic sitvember.
Bo
many bewildering side Issues uation with such good judgment that
have become Involved in the present trouble was averted and the friendly
campaign for delegates to the Chicago relations with Mexico were undisturb
convention thnt the facts above stated ed.
have been overlooked In certain
Even
Taft' Anti-truRecord.
the
progressive
In the real prosecution of the trusts
achievements of the Taft administration have lieen forgotten in the excite- the administration of President Taft
ment occasioned by the Introduction has established a record that is far beof new political doctrines, practically yond that of any of his predecessors
none of which, except the proposal to Big combinations have been brought to
recall federal judges, can be dealt the bar of federal Justice, their pro
with by the national government, but moters have been fined for disobeying
must lie decided each state for Itself. the Sherman anti-trulaw, and the
The demand for a presidential prefer controlling corporations have been dis
eiice primarv In each state, wholly a Integrated The record of the Taft ad
state matter In which even the presi- ministration stands uneqtialed in its
dent himsell has no right to Interfere, curbing of illegal combinations and
has Ix'eu magnified into a national Is- monopolies.
sue notwithstanding the fact that
there Is anil can lie no uational law
What Theodore Roosevelt Said.
on the subject, and only a few states
On the 4th of March next I shall
are prepared to throw the protection have served three and a half years,
of the law around any such primary and this three and a half years constiand In face of the fact that one tenth tute my first term. The wise custom
of the delegates to the Chicago con- which limits the president to two terms
vention are nlready chosen and hun- regards the substance and not the
dreds of delegates elected to state avid form, and UNDER NO CIRCUM '
district conventions. It has been esti STANCES WILL I BE A CANDImated that to clothe snch a primary DATE FOR OR ACCEPT ANOTHER
with legal authority, as provided by NOMINATION.
Theodore Roosevelt.
the rules of the party. It would cost Nov. 8. 1904.
the taxpayers of this country not less
than $5,000,000 Immediately
I HAVE NOT CHANGED AND
The hysteria occasioned by these SHALL NOT CHANGE THAT DEC1
conditions Is now passing away, and SION THUS ANNOUNCED.
Theo
the foremost facts staring the voters In dore Roosevelt. Dec 11. 1907.
defand
the face are the progressive
inite policies of President Taft and the
I WILL ACCEPT THE NOMINAcertainty of an Immediate Improvement In business conditions all over TION FOR PRESIDENT IF IT IS
the country following his renomination TENDERED TO ME. and I will adand
These facts are of vltat here to this decision until the conveninterest to nil classes of citizens', es- tion has expressed its preference.
pecially when they are confronted rheodore Roosevelt, Feb. 24, 191&.
st

-

SENTENCE
OR

years

aftera

highly sensational trial lasting more
than two months, was found guilty by
a jury in the court of general sessions, Manhattan, of havini; murderer'
William Marsh Rice, of Houston
Texas, an aged and eccentric millionaire who, at the time of his death,
lived in a fine old residence on Madison avenue, Manhattan. On April 7,
1902.
Patrick was sentenced to die
in the electric chair on May 5 following, but the sentence was never
executed. Imedlately after he had
been sentenced, Patrick began the
memorable and imparalled fight for
his life and liberty and for the vindication of his honor, which has not
yet reached its end.
The fact that Patrick, now under
life sentence at. Sing Sing, Is planning another effort to obtain, his release under the habeas corpus law in
the near future, makes a review of
this famous case on the anniversary
or Patrick's conviction doubly interesting.
William Marsh Rice died at his
New York residence on September 23,
1900 under somewhat peculiar circumstances. The exact cause of his death
was never established, as the state
ments of the experts conflicted. The
prosecution claimed that the old man
had died from the effects of Inhaling
chloroform, while the defense contended that he had died a natural
death, from indigestion caused by
in bananas. The only
person with Mr. Rice at the time of
his death was his valet, Charles F.
Jones.
On the day after Rice's death Pat
rick, who had been a practicing lawyer in Houston, Tex., but had remov- ed to New York city in 1892j present
ed at one of the New York banks
several checks aggieganng $125,0oi),
bearing the alleged signature of Mr.
Rice and made payabale to Patrick.
A mistake in the spelling of Patrick's
first name attracted the attention of
the bank officials and when they
learned that Mr. Rice had died the
day before, they refused to honor the
checks alia notified the police authorities.
Patrick and Jones had arranged to
have the body of Mr. fllce cremated
and the body was actually on Its way
to the crematory, when the police Interfered and began an investigation.
Jones, Mr. Rice's valet wasarrested
on suspicion and, being put through
the third degree, confessed that, at
the instigation of Patrick ne had
killed Mr. Kice by chloroforming him.
After his alleged confession Jones
tried to commit suicide in the Tombs.
Patrick, atTer a preliminary hear
ing on April 16, 1901, was held for
trial on a charge of murder and his
trial began on January 20, 1902. It
was shown in the course of the trial
that Patrick had been the attorney
for the heirs of Mr. Rice's wife who
had died In a sanatorium in Wisconsin and had first become acquainted
with Mr. Rice In that capacity. It
was alleged that it was Patrick who
had induced Mr. Rice to consent to a

West Virginia republicans will meet
May 16, to name six
delegates at large to the national convention.
The legislatures of nine states have
enacted laws providing for the adoption of the presidential
preference
primary system.
Having satisfactorily disposed of
the presidential choice, Missouri dem
ocrats are turning their attention to
the contest for the governorship.
Indiana, which long was regarded as
one of pivotal states, is attracting
less attention than usual in the contests of the two parties for the presi-tia- l
nominations.
Senator La Follette has made
known his intention to campaign Neb
raska, Oregon and Washington next
mouth previous to the presidential
preference primaries in those states.
The Marquette club, for more than
a quarter of a century a strong factor in republican politics in Chicago,
has closed its doors and has been
merged with the Hamilton club.
General Benjamin F. Tracy, who
was secretary of the navy In President. Harrison's cabinet, has
been
appointed chairman of the advic ry
committee of the eastern bran:h of
the National Taft bureau
South Carolina, which cast 3,90.'!
votes for a republican president in
1908, will have 18 delegate to the
lepublican national convention while
Connecticut, whicn cast ln.sn votes
at the same time, will have hut It
delegates.
Illinois leads all the states in liberality in payment of lits governors,
overtopping even New York. It pays
its governors $12,000 a year, while
New York, Ohio, California, Pennsylvania and New .Jersey pay $10,000
each.
The Nebraska voter who goes to
the polls at the state primary next
month and votes on every constitutional amendment and for the necessary candidates to fill every position
on the ticket will be obliged to make
nearly 100 crosses.
A
mong the United States senators
who have announced that Governor
Woodrow Wilson seems to be the
GAVE UP
strongest democratic candidate In
sight are Senator Newlanrls of Nev
ada, Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia,
Senator Culberson of Texas, Senator
O'Gorman of New York, Senator Gore
Gardner Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
of Oklahoma and Senator
of Maine.
Green, But She Finally Found
Vlc:or Rosewater of Nebraska, who
Relief in Cardui.
has become acting chairman of the
a
is
national
committee,
republican
native of Omiha and Is '41 years old.
Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
He began his newspaper career on place, says: "I suffered with womanly
so that I could hardly sit up
the Omaha Bee in 1893, and sine troubles
Two of the best doctors in our town
1906 he has been editor of that pubtreated me, and I tried different medilication. His entrance Into national cines, until I gave up all hope of ever
well.
polities dates from 1908, when he getting
I decided to try some CarOne
was elected delegate at large to the dui. Itday,
did so much for me that I
republican national convention from ordered some more, and it cured me!
I feel as well as I ever did In
Nebraska, and since that time he Ba Today,
life.
been the representative of his stati myThe
pains and the trouble are all
on the republican national committee. gone. I feel like another person In
every way. I wish every sufferer could
know what Cardui will do for sick
women."
A few doses of Cardui at the right
time, will save many a big doctor bill,
by preventing serious sickness.
I will fruaruitee you to stop that itch in two
It tones up the nervous system, and
Secoada. A 25 cent bottle will prove it.
helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
No remedy that I have ever sold for
Thousands of weak women have been
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases restored to health and
happiness by
of the skin has given more thorough
satisfaction than the
using Cardui. Suppose you try it.
be
It may just the medicine you need.
D. D. D.
Eczema
in Huntington,

revision and reform on a protective
basis and of monetary reform and the
Brent legal problem involved in the ext
act meaning of the Sherman
statute were squarely before th coun
try. In the latter issue the supremo
court had not made ils famous ruling
in the Standard Oil and tobacco cases
which were to outline for the first time
since the law was passed by congress
its exact meaning. On each of these
throe grent issues it has been necessary
for President Taft to consider and
frame a definite policy, and it is his
decision as to these great questions
that has convinced the business men.
the la holing men and the farmers of
the country that another term in the
White Ilouse for William II. Taft is
ail that is necessary to restore the
country on that basis of unparalleled
prosperity which characterized the ad
ministration of William McKinley. It
Is this sentiment which not only assures the renomination of Mr. Taft at
In NoChicago, but also his
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York, March 26. Ten
ago today Albert T. Patrick,

Words. 2700 Pres.
Illustrations. Cozt nearly
hlf a million dollars.
Lot us tell you about this most
remarkable tins8 volume.
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Stop That Itch!
Prescription for

I guarantee this

remedy.

K. D. GOOD ALL
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
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BILLS INTRODUCED
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motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
Write for our free
at drug stores.
book for expectant mothers.

settlement
contended

REGULATOR

CO., Atlanta, Ge.

with the heirs, it was
:he prosecution that the
will leavii' i the bulk of the Rice estate to 'Mick had been forged by
Patrick find that the latter had persuade d ones to kill nis master, so as
to leave Patrick's hands free. Patrick
was convicted and four days later
niarrled.ln his cell in the Tomlbs,
Mrs. Addie M. Francis, with whom he
had been boarding.
Patrick carried his demands for a
new trial from .court to court and hav-inbeen refused a new trial and) sentenced to death for the third time, appealed to the U. S. supreme court in
In December of
August of 1906.
that year Governor Higgins commuted the prisoner's sentence to life imprisonment, but Patrick continued his
fight, demanding either death or liberty. After a number of futile attempts to obtain a writ of habeas
corpus Patrick attempted to obtain
such a writ from Justice Gaynor of
the New York supreme court, which
was, however, finally denied b the
appellate division in Brooklyn on December 2, 1909.
i

I

CHILDREN

INJURED.

Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing Complaints.
You cannot be
in the
selection of medicine for children.
Only the very gentlest bowel medi
cine should ever be given, except in
emergency cases. Ordinary pills,
cathartics and purgatives are apt ti.
do more harm than good. They may
cause griping, nausea and other dis
s
that are fretressing
quently
We personally
recommend and
guarantee Rexall Orderlies as the
safest and most dependable remedy,
which we know, for constipation and
associate bowel disorders. We have
such absolute faith in the virtues of
this remedy that we sell It on our
guarantee of money back in every instance where It falls to give entire
satisfaction, and we urge all in need
of such medicine to try it at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just .ike
candy, are particularly prompt and
agreeable in action, may be taken
at any time, day or night; do not
cause diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive looseness, or other undesii
able effects. They have a very mild
but positive action upon the organs
with which they come !n contact, apparently acting as a regulative tonic
upon the relaxed muscular coat of
the bowel, thus overcoming weakness,
and aiding to restore the bowels to
more vigorous and healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies
commonly completely relieve constipation, except of
course when of a surgical characc-- .
They also tend to overcome the ncccs.
sity of constantly taking laxatives to
keep the bowels In normal condition.
Three sizes of packages, 10 cents, ?5
cents, and 50 cents. Remember, you
can obtain RexaiT Remedies In Las
Vegas only at our store, The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
over-caref-

after-effect-

health-destroyin-

PURE STIMULANTS
8hould be a part of the equipment
of every properly
stocked home.
Our stock of whiskies Is pure and is
unequal for medicinal purposes.
It is particularly suited for family
use. We carry a full line of excellent
wines. Home trade a specialty. The
Opera Bar. Charles Farley, proprietor.
R. G. Collins,

N.
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THE LEGISLATURE

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature Intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
In a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
Mother's Friend Is
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; It Is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to bo '
This remedy
derived from Its use.
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect Its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of
2 ever?8' way

BRADFIELD

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,

postmaster, Barnegat.

was troubled with a severe la
He says:
"I would
grippe cough.
,T.,

be completely exhausted after each
I bought a
fit of violent coughing.
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and before I had taken it all
the coughing spells had entirely ceased. It can't be beat' O. G. Schae-fe-r
and Red Cross Drag Co.

pm bum wmm
March 26. The mttSSBS. a. S. OLMSTED. La RoyTSLt.
s
following bills and resolutions were
Introduced in the New Mexico leglsla ed
by imprisonment la the penitenture yesterday:
tiary for a term of years not less
Senate.
than five.' Any person keeping such
Senate Bill No. 30. by Evans, an house or station or
place of rendeze
slave act
vous or resort for females, who shall
e
Slav Act.
employ any other person to procure
Senate Bill No. 30, a White Sbne
any female to go to such place or re-act, very drastic In Its provisions, sort, shall be
guilty of a felony, and
was Introduced by A. J. Fvans, Sena
upon conviolion, shall be pun! lul
tor from Roosevelt county. It reads: by
imprisonment in the penitent larV
An act creating the offense of panfor any term of years not less than
dering and to define and prohibit the Ave.
same: to provide for thi pmuihment h Sec. S. The act or state of mar- fiereof, for the competency (' certain riage shall not be a defense to
at the trial befoie, and pro- violation of this act.
viding what shall not be a defense.
Sec. 6. All acts or parts of
Be It enacted by the legislature cf
inconsistent with this act are heroB y
the State of New Mexico:
repealed, and this act shall take fML
Section 1. Any person who shall feet anff
be in force 90 days after tho dr
rrocure or attempt to procure or b
of this legislature.
adjournment
concerheu1 fn procuring,
Ith cr withThe Governor's Message ro. 2 waa
out her consent, a female tnmate for
received and referred to the commita house of prostitution, or who, by tee on executive communications.
promises, threats, violence or by any
House Joint Resolution No. 6, pro- - ,
device or schemes, shall cause. Inviding for the printing of bllla and
duce, persuade or encoTIrage a female appropriation therefor, was tabled on
person to become an inmate of a report of the committee on printing.
house of prostitution, or shall procure The committee Introduced Senate Bill
a place as Inmate in a house of pros- No. 31,
by Bowman, an act providing
titution for a female person, or any for the
printing and distribution of
person who shall, by promise., senate and bouse bills and making an
threats, violence, or by any device or appropriation for the same, was
scheme, cause. Induce, persuade .r ed after recess after some discussion
encourage an inmate of a house of led
by Senator Barth.
prostitution to remain therein as such
The senate passed the house Vt
Inmate, or any person who shall, by providing for the payment of legisla- fraud or artifice, or by duress of per- fBFs and
legislature employes.
son or goods, or by abuse of any poHouse.
sition of confidence or authority, pr
The following DtOs were intro- cure any female person to become or uucea:
remain an inmate of a house of ill
House fflll No. 27, by SkldmOre
fame, of to enter any place in which prohibiting the hiring out of convicts
prostitution is encouraged or allowed Referred to the committee on penitenIn this state, or to come Into this
tiary.
e
state or leave this state for the
No. 28, by Chrlsman.
House
of prostitution, or who shall profor the submission of an
providing
cure any female person to become in amendment to the state constitution
inmate of a house or HI fame wlthi.i for statewide
prohibition of intoxi
this state, or to come Into this state cants at the
general election in No
or to leave this state for the purpose vember or at some
special election
of prostitution, or who shall give or
before that date. Referred to the
agree to receive or grve any money committee on temperance. The pro
or thing of value for procuring or at
poped amendment Is quite leuVO
tempting to procure, any female per and contains very stringent provis
son to become an inmate of a house
and penalties.
of ill fame within thiB state, or to
House Joint Resolution NomU, by
this
come into this state or leave
Chrlsman, providing for a constitustate for the purpose of prostitution, tional amendment to the constln:non
shall be guilty of pandering, and, to
prohibit the manufacture and sale
upon conviction for an offense under of
intoxicating liquors. Referred to
this act, shall be deemed guilty of a
coniTBiWW 85 temperance.
the
felony and shall be punished by conThe committee on finance reported
finement In the penitentiary for any
House Bill No. 29, by Chaves, provid
term of years, not less than five.
for the payment of per diem and,
ing
to
defense
Sec. 2. It shall not be
of members and employeC
mileage
a prosecution for any tf the acts pro$57,265.40 being appropriated 'iy 'tin
hibited in the foregoing section, that measure for
that purpose. The bill
any part, of such act or acts shall have was
41 to 3 under suspension
passed
been committed outsloe this state, of the rules.
and the offense shall in such case be
deemed and alleged to have been comChildren are much more likely to
mitted and the offender tried and contract
the contagious diseases when
punished in any county in which the they have colds. Whooping cough.
prostitution was Intended to be prac- diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumi)
are often eon
ticed, or In which the offense was con- tlon are diseases that
tracted when the child has a cold
summated, or in which any overt That Is why all medical authorities
of the offense
acts in furtherance
say beware of colds. For the qulcV
cure of colds you will find nothing bet
shall have been committed.
ter than Chamberlain's Cough RemSec. 3. Any such female person
edy. It can always be depended up
referred to in the foregoing sections on and is pleasant and safe to take.
shall be a competent witness In any For sale by all rugglsts.
prosecution under this act to testify
for or against the accused as to any
AlbuqHerque.
transaction or as to any conversation N. SALE OF TIMBER,
M., February 21, 1912. Sealed bids
with the accused or by suchaccused marked outside "Timber Sale, Genwith another person or persons In her eral Notice, Pecos, FebruafV 20, 1912"
the District Forestpresence, notwithstanding her having and addressed to New
Mexico will be
Albuquerque,
married the accused betore or after er,
received up to and including 29th day
the violation of the provisions of this of March, 1912 for all the merchantact, whether called as a witness dur- able dry tie post timber standing or
down
for cutting by a Forest
ing the existence of the marriage or officer marked
located on an area to be definafter Its dissolution; provided, how- itely designated by a Forest officer
ever, that any testimony or statement before cutting begins In that part. BM
given by such femare during the trial of T. 16 N R. 11 E. and of the S
for any such offense above named of T. 16 N., R, 12 E. that Is Included
within the Forest and all of sections
shall not be used as evidence against 19. 20, 29 and 30 within T. 16 N., H,
13 E. and all of T. 15 N., R. 11 E., T
her In any criminal prosecution.
Sec. 4. Any person who shall keep, 14 N. Rs. 11 and 12 E., that are Inwithin the Forest, estimated to
or be concerned In keeping or main- cluded,
be 50,000 dry cedar posts, more or
or
station
or
place
house
taining any
less. No bid of less than $.03 per
of rendezvous or place of resort for post will be considerd and a deposit
females, under the guise of securing, of $50.00 payable to the order of the
National Bank of Albuquerque,
for such female, a place of employ- First
New Mexico must be seat to that
ment, but with the intent to place bank for each bid snbmltted to the
such female In a house of prostitu- District Forester. Timber upon valid
tion or in the possession of another claims Is exempt from sale. The
to reject any and all bids Is reperson, to be used for prostitution, right
served. For farther Information and
a
of
felony,
be
shall
deemed guilty
regulations governing sales address
Pecos National
and upon conviction shall be punish- - Forest Supervisor,
Forest, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Arthur C. Ringland, District Foroater.
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Quality In Cooking Fats

In cooking fats Cottolene

is superior
in quality to all others. Its source is
clean and wholesome, it is made in
cleanly surroundings, and is packed in
airtight pails of special design that keep
the contents indefinitely sweet and fresh
free from dust and odors. Cottolene
farther
is richer and will go one-thi-rd
than lard or other cooking fats made to
resemble Cottolene.
In everything else quality usually
If your grocer
regulates the price.
should ask you a trifle more for Cottolene, it is because it is worth more.
Besides, Cottolene is guaranteed "satisfactory or your money back."

EASTER 18 COMING.
Lent la a good time for ladles to
reflect on what kind of a hat they
are going to gat for Easter. Remember Mrs. Prank S trass is arranging for
her spring opening, at which will be
displayed all the latest shapes and
models In the season's millinery. The
wonderful millinery display will be an
event of Importance. Mrs. Frank
Btrass, milliner, Douglas avenue.
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cal officer but as a state officer, the
more Injurious to th convict's health Yocky, Fort Sumner, N. H., 22 V
court should give effect to the lntea- than a few strokes of ths leather hon- shares; Peter Yocky. Fort Sumner, N.
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Theo- and
Wilson
Governor
of
names
ing company, a corporation organized ernor McDonald in his message to
the
Is necessary to require
under the laws of Colorado, has been the legislature, ore is made a bureau lation
Idore Roosevelt figured most promin
such
duties.
of
performance
started when
to
do
of
certificate
authority
The outburst
granted
or division of the state corporation
Syllabus of opinion in the case of ently.
had the clerk
Mann
business in New Mexico. It will en- commission, the two per cent tax imleader
Ward versus Romero decided by the Minority
a recent bittter
desk
the
gage in the mining business In the posed
from
read
insurance
1912.
upon
23,
companies supreme court, March
attack on Governor Wilson
vicinity ot Silver City, N. M., and J. doing 'business in the state and which
1.
The office of district, attorney newspaper
Hearst, in
has
been
W. Carter, of Silver City,
is still collected byithe superintende it is a state office and therefore this of by William Randolph
was
for
as
the
agent
democracy
the
registered
governor's
appointed
of insurance under the territorial law, ficial is bound by that provision of which
.
rlmw renublic&n applause
A
it
the service of process. The company the revenue of the commission will
"sone
the constitution which pronimis
REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET.
has a capital, stock of $100,000, and its be increased very materially, and it officers from accepting any compen
For Mayor
principal office is at Colorado Springs. is estimated tihat the aggregate an- sation, fees, allowances or emoluDANIEL-- T. HOSKINS
MR. TAMME RESIGNS
Corporate; "Existence Extended
imal income from both insurance and ments other than the salary provided
For Treasurer
The Las Vegas Savings Bank has coriioration fees wil be from $60,000
W. Kelly,
H.
Mr.
by law.
EDWARD J. McWENDE
filed a certificate renewing its corpo- to $75,000.
usChairman
officers"
City Republican Central
"Distrint
words
2. The
For Aldermen
Vegas, N, M
rate existence for n period of 25
Vjtat
nmmitioo
Of the foreign corporations which ed in Section 3 of Article 20 of the
First Ward HUGH QUIGLEY
years, having previously filed a certi- have been issued certificates of au- constitution refers to the district at- My Dear Sir:
Second Ward O. M. WARD
ficate accepting the provisions of the thority to do business in New Mexico
Reading in the Dally Optic the pro
torney and district jadge. but the
Thtrd Ward HARRY W. KELLY
State constitution, which corporations by the commission, four are from Co words were used to designate the geo- ceedings of the republican conven
I see
fourth Ward SIMON BACHARACH are required to file before an amend- - lorado, one from Delaware, one from
limits within which such of- tion, held on Friday, March 22,
ment or extension to their charters Maine one fpom Pennsylvania, and graphical
reg
for
the
is
name
placed
ficer performed the duties of his office that my
as
can be granted. East Ias Vegas isione from TexafJ
city
the
for
position
and
nominee
nature
nlar
the
to
Thc
capUa gtook and did not refer
IUNISHIN; THE VICIOUS designated as the principal place of ()f ai.. of
clerk, to be voted upon at the next
thege
seV(m c)mpanles grade of the office.
2,
husiness of the hanK, find u. 1 . hos amounts to $5,000,000. The other Is a
3.
Prior to the adoption of the con- city election, to be held oh April
Many recent outbreaks of convicts kins is named as the statutory agent,
1912. In presenting my name to your
district
fraternal
the
not
a
of
statute,
capisociety
the
having
stitution
in various penitentiaries again center for the service of processes.
tal stock, and not being organized for attorney was made the law officer for convention, I feel unduly flattered to
attention upon the necessity of betfor
Water Association Incorporated
profit. Four of the corpo- the territory and was required (to rep- receive such warm appreciation
pecuniary
ter prison discipline and more rigid
Another corporation which has just rations are mining
rendered
y
I
have
companies, one an resent the territory within his district the services
rules for the government of thesa un been created is tho First South Spring
one a coloniza- in all cases, civil and criminal, and fellow citizens in the past while in
irrigation
enterprise,
I feel a
happy publio charges. For several Water Users' association, of Roswell. tion company, and the other an elec- to
give advice when requested to ter my present capacity. Sir,
years the tendency has been to relax New Mexico. It Is organized for the trical
these exfor
he
of
may deep sense
gratitude
ritorial officers. The fact that
engineering company.
vigilance and allow too great freedom purpose of irrigating a tract of land
Of the domestic corporations orga- have performed his duties within a pressions, well knowing that they are
in the vicinity of South Spring, under
tor prisoners. The
nized during the past
two months, designated district does not make hdm well meant. However, in view of my
people who are constantly seeking to the act permitting the creation of wa- two were mercantile
life long affiliation with the democompanies, six a district ottlcer.
ameliorate
the condition of convicts ter users' associations. It has a capi- oil
4.
constitution the dis cratic party I cannot conscientiously
the
Under
9
water
three
and
companies,
power
have done much to make escapes pos- tal stock of $25,000, divided into 500
two mining companies, trict attorney is a part of the judicial permit my name to be placed on your
companies,
sible, and guards and other prison shares of the par value of $50. The two
one ice and system of the state and is a quasi ticket, as a regular nominee for city
officios have been killed In out- incorporators are Melville R. Sum- old growers' associations,one lumber
I would not be true to myclerk.
judicial officer.
storage
company,
,
breaks because of unusual opportuni- mers, Leonard McKee, and J. M.
be
I did, my party would
if
or
selected
officer
An
self;
one
associawater
appointed
users'
company,
all of Roswell, N. ST., the former
ties afforded desperate men to make
one live stock and ranch com- for a particular locality whose duties obliged to fill in the name of some
tion,
having subscribed for 49S shares and pany, one fraternal
attempts at escape.
one are of a public or general nature in one else, and thus put me in a fighting
society,
other two for one share apiece.
the discharge of which the whole attitude to my own party. I therefore
and one hospital.
In some of the states old whtppinjj the
church
total
The
Mr. McKee is the agent required to be
laws have been revived, to the
capital stock represented by these state is interested is a state officer ask you kindly to remove my name
named hy statute, and the period of
of thaoonvict coddling contingent, duration of the
corporations Is $3,796,000, making the in an enlarged sense and where it from the republican ticket as the regcorporation will be
aggregate capital stock of both fo- appears that such officer has not ular nominee for city clerk.
but experienced penal offlcei3 have 50
years.
I am your very respectfully,
reign and domestic corporations dur- been dealt with by the legislation of
found that some mode of corporal
Domestic Corporations Organized
lo- CHAS. TAMME.
as
a
convention
constitutional
the
the
mentioned
$8,856,000.
period
ing
order
to
in
is
necessary
punishment
Articles of incorporation were filed
of
Articles
incorporation were filed
maintain order and safety in prisons. by the Portales Cantaloupe and ProdTime and time again have criminal uce association, with principal place by two domestic and one foreign ror
and another domestic comjudges In Kansas City and elsewhere of business at Portales, and capitaliz- poration,
was incorporated yesterday.
lamented the fact that wife beaters ed at $10,000. The incorporators are: pany
Carlsbad Project
and those who mistreat children can- - A. A. Roger, W. T. Jackson, W. H
The Carlsbad reclamation project
is
lha
That
T.
C.
only
Reeves
McDonald
F.
0.
and
qjt be whipped.
Ball,
the unique position of being
ode of punishment that seems ade- - and the name of the statutory agent occupies
the only project in the United States,
The
other
Is R. .P. Connolly, all of whom are
uate to this kind of crime.
of the federal government which Is
ay a man who had beaten and residents of Portales, New Mexico. fully paid up to date and that has a
tarved his wife and little chili was The objects for which the corporation
.
fined $100, and in default was sent to is formed are to raise cantaloupes,
to
ana
ana
iu
wife
oiner
melons
the
vegeiauies,
the Leeds farm, leaving
shift for herself and child as best receive, handle and ship such vegeshe could. This seemed a pity, for of tables and ohter produce uopn the State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
will
ss.
Lucas County,
course the punishment at the farm commission plan. The company
each
with
commence
business
$2,000,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
will amount to nothing In comparison
of the incorporators having subscrib- that he Is senior partner of the firm
with the crime for which the maa
Df F. J. Cheney & Co., doing husiness
ed for 40 shares, the par value of
in the City of Toledo, County and
was convicted. He will bel well treatwhich is given at $16.
State aforesaid, and that said firm
ed and well fed and in all probability
Another Incorporation
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
so
many
with
mi mne. alon
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. $12.00
Another domestic company which DOLLARS for each anil every esse of
who leave the farm in that fashion.
sod our
We purchased aVveral oarloadi ot this bmntlfol dinner-warhy the
has been granted a charter is De Catarrh that cannot be cured( URF
to give ue an exclusive design
large purcbaee eoahled the manufacturer
CAFRH
and a very low price. We are charging part ot the coat to "advertising
Texas has enacted a whipping law Graftenreid, Yocky, and Sons, Incor- use of HALL'S
only ask you to pay a percentage of the actual coat ot the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
expense."Is and
of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
set. It
There waa much opposition to It as porated, organized for the purpose of Sworn to before me and subscribed
for leas than tU in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed by bow
anility
was
and ourselves.
barbarous and inhuman, hut It
doing a general live stock and ranch- In my presence, this 6th day of Demere la a coupon iu every sacs 01 lakahjsb'b noar, eena us uve
1888.
D.
A.
office
Few
whippings
cember,
considered necessary.
ing business, with its registered
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Hatchlnsnn. Ksnui. Be sore to write Tour name and address nlalnlv.
have been administered under the at Fort Sumner, New Mexico. The
Notary Public.
The coupons In LABABEE'S Flour an also good for Rogers' SUverwai
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
law. The old methods of disciplining corporation has an authorised capital
is
taken
inter
Hall's Catarrh Cure
into
divided
20
them,
GERMANof
$25,000,
stock
nally and acts directly upon the
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
prisoners euch as starving
of the
mucous
each.
of
surfaces
and
$100
blood
value
-MILLED
of
the
shares
par
confinement,
In
makes
Fiour
that
solitary
Baking a Delight
putting them
time.' and commences business with $12,500 system. Send for testimonials free.
& CO., Toledo, O.
depriving them of their "good
F.
CHENEY
J.
the incorporators, as
etc. have been found of little avail. subscribed--,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
SALE
H
De Graftenreid,
foHoww?-"3epns
well
as
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
Indeed the starving process
Trv a Sack! You'll Like it.
by
George
shares;
atlpatton.
confinement is much
the solitary
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THEATER

BROWN

NIGHT

TONIGHT AND TUESDAY

March 25th and 26th
TBIO

PLANTATION

COMEDY uSKETCH

BLACKFACE
3-FEOP-

LE--3

1

of.
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...

.j.-t-
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SPEGIAL SGENERY
SINGING, DANCING, PANTOMINE

EVERY MINUTE AflLAUQH

Usual Programme of Pictures
ADMISSION - lO CENTS
$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

j

i

to-m-

d

Her-vey-

OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

&

Machine
&

Whalen,

Co.

Fowler Props

i.a--ro- r

When Mother Selects
Your Coat
she's more sensible than many women
who are buying for themselves.

For she
wants, nut only the correct style, but a
garment that will wear well something
to which she can look back and say: "Well,
that coat I bought for you a year ago last
Spring was certainly one of the best values
I ever" saw."
And wax s the kind of coats we have

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour s&

ri

foryoU
Take, for instance, this

moderate-price-

d

little coat, made from blue golf twill. It's
pretty and wears well. Collar, reveres
and cuffs are of red cloth, and there are
inserts of red, finished buttons, which also
trim the lapels.
as you
see, aajt costs but
Double-breaste-

4.00 to
'The

Z. .

d,

W.OO

Store of Quality"

Las Vegas

n.m:

DAILY

LAS VEUA

PERSONALS

Tbe PrescriptioDist

MARCH 26,

FIVE

1912.

TAUPERT WILL BE

COLONIST RATES

DEMOCRATIC

TO

Juan Caaadoi was in Las Vegas
yenterday and today from his home in
Mora.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

OPTIC, TUESDAY,

your OPTICAL worth
done at home'you save time,
annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We make a study olyoui comfort.
II your glasses annoy you call on
When

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO

NOMINEE

Lorenzo Delgado, county clerk, was
a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday and
today.
PRIMARIES LAST NIGHT RESULTJohn Cole, of Albuquerque, cartn
ED IN ELECTION OF DELEin last night from the Duke City on
GATES FAVORING HIM.

&.nd the

NORTHWrST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.

TAUPERT

I'.ISUK'SS.

LOS ANGELES,

O. A. Tjarrazolo

SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO

PHOENIX,
went this morning
Primaries of the "people's progres
after his politi- sive" party, presided over b) mem
AND INTERMEDIATES.
,
cal fences.
bers of the democratic city central
Herbert W. Clark, assistant United
committee, were held last night in tbe
SlSTes at to may, went to Santa Fe yesLIBERAL STOP OVER
various wards. The men who had
606 DOUGLAS AVE.
terday on business
charge of the machinery of the pri
PRIVILEGE.
Manuel B. Goke came in yesterday
maries were democrats And the men
from his home in Sapello to attend who were
present and cast the votes
For Further Information Gall on or Write
the Sena-Gok- e
wedding.
were democrats. The primaries were,
Dr. M. F. DesMarais, superintendent
WINTERS DRUG CO.
in fact, gatherings of members of the
of the county schools, went this af- democratic
DR. HOUF
party, for purposes best
ternoon to Santa Fe on educational known to themselves
Phoit Main .
D.
using another
sa j til wmwrnmrn
business.
pro
party name. Few of the
Graduate Oculist
W. D. Shea, of the Denver & Rio
gressive republicans were present.
AND
Jrande railroad, came in last nigiit
ma
mmwmm
At the city hall, where the Second
from his home in Santa Fe on busi- and Third wards held their
primaries. F. Hayes was the unanimous choice cluded In five minutes. The election
Optician
ness.
were Robert .. Taupert, who expects of the primary for alderman from the of the two senators at the same time
Mrs. Harry Bowman arrived this to receive the democratic nomination
THE LATEST IN
Third ward. The following delegates left to the, United States senate the
My Work is Guaranteed
afternoon from her home in Santa for mayor and Dr. J. D. Hess, who exto the city convention were chosen: solution of the question as to who
My Prices Reasonable.
Fe.
in
While
Las
Mrs.
Bow
Vegas
ANU SUMMER
pects to be apiointed city physician Vidal Salazar, Victor Abeyta, Juan should have the long and the short
man will visit her mother, Mrs. Emma should Mr.
Taupert, by any unexpect- I.. Trujillo, Ben Strickfadden, C- H. term.
Cohn.
OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE.
ed twist of good fortune, be able to Daily, Thomas Kvans, Frank Peppard
Judge H. L. Waldo, Santa Fe solici poll enough
votes to be elected. and Henry, G. Coors. P. D. McElroy
tor, accompanied by his daughter These gentlemen took an active part
TO TRAIN IN VIRGINIA
and Juan Trujillo were named as
Miss Mary Waldo, left this afternoon in the
March 26. Manager
Waimgton,
Dr.
Hess
proceedings, though
democratic city central committeeon train No. 10 for Kansas City.
IauA
t;d the players of the Montreal
told the Second warders that he men.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith arrived wished them to understand
team of the International league gathplainly
The Fourth ward iirimary was held ered In this
Denvef
afternoon
from
city today preparatory
yesterday
no
a
was
democrat
but
life
he
that
SILK FOULARDS,
in the Douglas avenue school build to
to Charlottesville,
where
where they have been for the past
going
republican.
long
ing, in tne aDsence or precinct uom- - they are to get into condition for the
.
.
i
f
..I
SILK AND COTTON TISSUES, three months.
n
f
manir vm
. i....
111'
v. mitteeman E. P.
aiouj
Gallegas, the meet-- comln(f season. Tne Royalg
re.
W. R. Smythe, state good roads en- the democratic
were conspien
party
W. A. Giv-- main in the Old Dominion several
to
was
order
called
by
ing
ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
on
this
afternoon
gineer, returned
ous for their absence. Several of them
was elected weeks,
during which time they will
train No. 10 from Santa Fe where he tyere seen down town during the ens. Herman C. Ilfeld
POPLINS, MADRAS,
of the meeting engage in practice games with Peters
chairman
permanent
had been several days on business.
shows
the
picture
evening entering
:nd Pike Havens was cnosen secre- burg, Roanoke, Lynchburg and bther
J. F. Hornlg is In Las Vegas from or
PERCALES,
loafing about Murphey's and tary. , Charles Danziger and Dan teams of the
A representative of one of the largest Human Hair manVirginia league.
his home in Sandusky, O. Mr. Hornig Schaefer's stores. When asked why
Stern were candidates for nominee
DATISTE AND LAWNS,
ufacturers of New York City will place on sale
will be associated with Henry Shaw
they did not attend the primaries for alderman. Dan Stern was elected
of this city In a general electrical enSILK MILLS SHUT DOWN
they invariably said: "Huh, what by a vote of 19 to 10. It was decided
Also Complete Line in Ready-To-Weex
gineering business.
N. J., March 26. Sixteen
Patterson,
business has a democrat got at to send 18
condelegates to the city
A. J. Thnll, manager of tho Watvous
Goods, Silk and Net
19 silk mills In Hudson coun
of
the
those meetings? Our city central
one-hal-f
a vote.
Mercantile company, left last night committee turned us down by trying vention, each with
A LARGE LINE OF
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
ty were closed today because of a
were
chosen
The
delegates:
following
for Kansas City. Mr. Thuli accompan- to make an agreement with a tranch
strike of 7,000 silk weavers who deW.
ied the body of J. A. Raycraft as far of phantom voters represented by one W. A. Glvens, Charles Danziger,
mand an Increase in wages. The
Come in and Look at our New as Missouri.
G. Ogle, Pike Havens, Herman Ilfeld,
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, PUFFS AND HAIR GOODS
strike leaders say they will close up
or two chairmen and refusing to call
Pollto T.ulan. Dr. W. M. Sparks, E. every mill In New York and Penn
Goods Whether you buy or not.
E. A. Spitz, of the Ilfeld & Spitz a
Most
democratic
primary.
straight
Mercantile company, wholesale deal of us would rather vote for a republi- P. Gallegos, Dr. R. K. McClanahan, sylvania if necessary to win this
the
These goods will be sold at about ONE-HAL- F
The 'mill owners say they
era In general merchandise of Albu can on a straight republican ticket William Reed, M. M. Sundt, Jake latrike.
HOFFMAN AND GRAUDARTH
on
be
exhibition
Will
at
Bernard
and
for
sale
usual
Norton
Appel
Earl
price.
Stern,
cannot accede ito the demands for
querque, came In last night from the than for a republican who couldn't get
A. J
R. Russell,
E.
Dan Stern,
Main 104.
on
higher
prices.
Duke City
business.
the nomination Of his own party but
E. R
Miss Madeline Corgan left this was slick ehoifgn to get the demo- Wertz, and Herbert Gehrlng.
were
chos
and E. P. Gallegos
afternoon on train No. 1 for San Ber crats, doggone 'em, to nominate him. ' Russell
Word was received today in Las
en city central oommlttteemen
elecnardino. Miss Corgan has been In
The primaries resulted in the
Vegas of the death of Hermerejal'lo
the employ of the Harvey house sys tion of delegates to the city convenMr. vigil was 70
Vigil of Pecos.
tem as waitress at the Castenade tion which will be held this evening,
of
years
and
is well known in
age
SEVENTH BALLOT
hotel.
In the city hall, and the selection of
tnis section of the state. His death
R. H. Collins, general sales mana- four caTEHdates for members of the
occurred last week.
MAKES LITTLE CHANGE
ger of the Buick Motor Car company city council as follows: First ward
with headquarters In Detroit, is in B. F. McGuire; Second ward Jerry
Every Lady in Las Vegas specially invited to see these goods,
Santa Fe train No. 1 was delayed
Third ward R. F. Hayes;
Las Vegas. Mr. Collins accompanied Quinn;
(Continued from Page One)
about an hour and a half at Springer whether you buy or not.
SHORT ORDERS
by O. W. Hiatt, spent today at El Fourth ward Daniel Stern.
to
this afternoon by the derailment ol
as
and
The Third ward went so far
Porvenir.
of the four of their num- two freight cars, which was caused
arrest
the
them
REGULAR DINNERS
S. B. Roher of Topeka, one of the instruct its delegates, pledging
ber
instigation of the republi- by a broken flange. The wrecking
owners of the .Topeka Mining com- to vote for R. J. Taupert for mayor, can through
committee on what the crew was sent out from Las
executive
and
Vegas
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.
pany, accompanied by his son, R. M. Charles Tamme for city clerk,
s
consider a trump- to repair the
Mr.
treasurer.
damage.
Roher, manager of the company's H. C. Smith for city
ed up charge of bribery.
mines at Rlbera, went to Rlbera yes- Taupert has been quoted as saying
The house bribery investigation
same
terday morning on a trip of inspec- that he would not run on the
Mrs. W. J. Fugate and Mrs. H. M.
committee expects to complete the
FOR SALE
he
ticket with Mr. Smith. Perhaps
tion to the property.
The argu- Goelitz left this afternoon for Ros-weof
today.
testimony
foot
Good six room house on 37
taking
was misquoted or, more likely, he ments of the
a
E. T. Plowman, manager of the
to attend a meeting of the New
attorneys will occur toit fronting Lincoln park.
This is
his mind, as Mr. Taupert morrow and the committee will re- Mexico
changed
left
afternoon
Federation of Women's clubs
hotel,
yesterday
good, iubstantial, comfortable homt
to allow
on a short business trip to Kansas pleaded with the primary
nrt pnn ho hnnp-hport on Thursday. Unless testimony on March 28" and 29. They went as
rniw rnr siri.it
him to make the motion authorizing of different nature is introduced, It
For full list of city and ranch City and Topeka. Mr. Plowman, who
representatives of the Sorosis club
the
delegates to vote for "High Col- seems as if the committee will have of Las
is manager of the Las Vegas baseball
Vegas.
his
called
Smith is
by
to report in favor of an acquittal of
EL L. Goff, Santa Fe station
team, expects to keep his weather eye lar", as Mr.
agent
Wm
friends.
the defendants. The testimony of the aTTjamy, who was in Las Vegas over
CORPORATION, Geo. A. Fleming, peeled for ball players while In Kanwas held latter agrees to the minutest partiward
First
The
primary
sas.
V
Manager, Maine 40,
Sunday, returned home yesterday afin the Douglas avenue school building. cular and can not be reconciled with ternoon. Mrs.
Goff, who' accompanied
The meeting was called to order by the testimony given by the witnesses Mr. Goff to Las
Vegas, will remain in
George H. Hunker. Mr. Hunker' was for the proseouttion although running the Meadow City this week
visiting EVERYBODY READS THE LAS
the
of
elected permanent chairman
VEGAS OPTIC
parallel with it and In many instances friends.
chosen
was
H.
Purcell
P.
same
and
the
incidents, only
relating
meeting
secretary. B. F. McGuire was the throwing a different light and explanunanimous choice of the primary for ation on them.
from- the
This afternoon Representative J. P.
nominee for alderman
TH
WEDNESDAY MARCH
TrtrRt ward.
The following were Lucero, the last and keenest of the
Capital Paid in
elected delegates to the city conven- defendants, will go on the stand. It
Surplus
$20
on
was
the
him
that
gold
James
missing
H.
P.
Purcell,
$100,000.00
tion:
Nahm,
Slg
$50,000.00
MADAME SHERRY CO. (INC.)
was found after the arrest and
O'Byrne, George H. Hunker, B. F. piece
been
had
s
'
all
other
after
the
S
money
S.
Kaufman,
McGuire, S. F. Reuther,
Present the World's Greatest Musical Co medy
and C. W. Carscallen. P. H. Purcell recovered; and it was he who said:
"I would rather have you take oft
Offering
and George were elected city cenall
my clothes and throw me out in
democratic
tral committeemen for the
i. M. CUNMNOHAn, Pi evident
O T. HOSKINS, Cathkr.
the cold, or cut out my heart through
HRANK SPRIKQER.
party.
me
to
than
go
my
back,
compel
was
The second ward primary
me back
held in the pffice of Judge D. R .Mur- through this shame or send
to my people. wjth this stigma on mo.".
ray In the city hall. Fred Brefeld,
Representative R, L. Montoya will
democratic ctiy committeeman, pre
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
d
be
before Lucero takes
Mr.
sided.
Brefeld was chosen perthe stand.
manent chairman and Antonio Quin-tanColonel D. C. Collier, president of
was elected secretary.
Jerry the San
a
exposition,
Quinn waa the unanimous choice of
this forenoon addressed an informal
the primary for nominee for alderman
And the Happiest Coterie of Associates Ever Assembled
session of both houses of the
from the Second ward. The follow- joint
over which Governor
legislature
Lillian
Including Oscar Pigman, Flolrwiu, Marie Flynn,
ing delegates to the city convention
CMcDonald presided.
Wm.
Cameron,
Tucker, Virginia Folte, Franklin Farnum,
were selected:
Francisco Luoero,
David Lithgoe and others of note.
Vedacio Duran, Daniel Brit, Henry
Capital Stock,
Took Arizona Five Minutes.
Lorenzen, Dr. J. D. Hess, C. N. DougAri26.
The
Phoenix, Ariz., March
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
las, Manuel Henriquez, Fred Brefeld zona
elected Marcus A.
legislature
and John L. Zimmerman. Fred BreSmith and Henry F. Ashurst today to
"Every Little Movement Has a Meaning All Its Own.'
feld and C. N. Douglas were chosen
Wm. G. Haydon
the new state in the United
represent
President
as democratic city committeemen.
Massive Production.
States senate. In each branch of the
H. W. Kelly
Vice President
The Third ward primary was held legislature, the nomination
PRICES ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR
speech
$2.00
D.
T.
Hoskins
In the council chambers at the city for each new senator was confined to
Treasurer
1.50
RESERVED BALCONY
hall. The meeting was called to or- one minute. Then followed the secInterest Pa.id on Deposits
der by Patrick D. McElroy, otty cen- onding of each and finally the voting
1.00
GALLERY
tral committeeman. Mr. McElroy wae on both nominations at the same
MUR-PHEYelected permanent chairman and F. time by a
S
single roll can in each
M. Lyon was chosen secretary.
R. house. The entire
procedure was con- to Santa Fe to look

Manufacturing Optician

$25.00
L
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SPECIAL SALE
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Switches, Braids and Hair Goods

For
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Few Dayw Omly

Phone
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Cafe De Luxe
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Beginning Tuesday, March 26, 1912
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The Best

COAL AND WOOD

Spanish-American-

NUT

ll

SUGARITE LUMP

Cas-laned-

t

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
riMmJm Da
q QN D ON

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
27

am

MADAME

SHERRY

.wY

LAS VEGAS

cross-examine-

a

Diego-Panam-

Las

Wil--lia-

Vegas

Savings Bank

-

$30,000.00

The Famous Beauty Chorus

SEAT SALE

i

v
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WHAT 18 THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy la constantly gaining new customers and is holding lta old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk la absolutely free from contamination. It is
handled In sterilised rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and yon will never change.

CHIEF

OF THE FIELD

DIVISION
FORMER MINERAL INSPECTOR
COMES

HEAD

OF

IN NEW YORK CITY
Yon will flan Hotel Cumberland, ai

BE-

GENERAL

LAND OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

Panta V. N. M., March 26 Theodore n. E8Pe this morning received
his commission as chief of field division of the general land office to go
Into effect April

1.

street,
Qraadway and
near Central Park, an Ideal location
In the retail shopping and theater
elevate?
district, with the subway,
and surface cars at hand. A band
some, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau
rants in the city, but moderate it
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.60 pet
day np. Send for booklet Harry P
Sttmson, manager.
Flfty-tour- t

Mr. Espe has

earned his advancement by contentious work and superior ability
and It Is not surprising that the department should thus recognize his
sterling qualities and accord him the

honor he has earned. He takes the
place of L. O. Moore, who is now assistant United States attorney.
Power of Attorney.
According to a declaration
filed
with the clerk of the district court,
"arl A. Bishop. A. B. Renehan and
T. R. Wright are given the power of
attorneys for the U. S. Fidelity and
Guaranty Company of Baltimore, Md.
District Court.
John Block of Santa Cruz was last!
Saturday found guilty of assault witli
a deadly weapon upon the person of
Xartolo Bustoa also of Santa Crux,
The trouble which ended in the
of Block occurred over an irrigatioa ditch and water riehts At
torners for the convicted man have
intimated that a motion tor another
trial will be filed.
Arrest By Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
last Saturday arrested Y. Alar id of
Santa Fe on a charge of assault with
attempt to kill John Olson, a plasterer also a TesUent 6t the city. In aj
hearing this morning before Jose Ma-- 1
rla Garcia it was alleged that Alarid
attacked Olson during the course of a
card game in the Montezuma bar and
slashed him with a knife inflicting a
severe cut from the left temple to
the point of the chin. Alarid was
placed under ;i $500 bond to await the
.irtion of the grand Jury and a $20C
Be bond, both of which were fur'
nished.

j

-'

j

Good Roads.

tate Engineer Charles D. filler re-tied yesterday from a trip to Ala- irdo where he inspected the Fres-- j
Hidrographic survey. At Roswell
Carlsbad where Mr. Miller went
n i. good roads business was transacted. At Carlsbad he Inspected the
Avalon dam constructed by the reclamation service whicn has the unique
feaure of surface and
spillways to take off the surplus water In flood seasons. The good roadi
convention to be bold here April H
tvITI be attended and addressed by
many notable authorities on good
roads from different sections of the
country. Mr. Miller says.
Suits Filed.
The First National hank of Santa
Fo this morning tiled a transcript c
judgment in the district court against
'SaSrta Fe. The bank
David Knapp-obtained a Judgment against Mr.
Knapp in a justice court for $48.40
which It was not able to collect The
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Company this morning filed suit against
tlie Santa Fe Irrigation and Improve-- i
lent company praying Judgment for
17 1. 45 for goods purchased by the de
suit
Another
vendant
company.
filed
was
same
the
company
iigainst
by N. Salmon also for goods purchased asking Judgment in the sum
of $293.25.
-

'

sub-surfa-

ot

IN UNCERTAIN

WEATHER

The safest and surest way to travel
is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
carriages and prompt, courteous service Is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley, Liveryman.

Yon Judge a man not by what he
SENATOR VANCPS READY WIT
promises to do, hot by what he has
ion
That la the only true test.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged Record Show That Very Rarely Did
Carolina Statesman Fall to Rise to
by this standard has no superior. Peothe Occasion.
ple everwhere apeak of it In the high
sat terms of praise. For sale by all
The late Senator Vance used to say
druggists.
that hla liveliest campaign for the govSOLID LEATHER 3HOE3.
ernorship of North Carolina was that
Very much talked but very llttl- - ta In which Judge Settle ran against him.
evidence except in ease of high 8ota They stumped the state In Joint det'et In spite of the fact we have sue bate. All the white Democrats turned
leeded in getting an excellent line of out to hear Vance, and all the colored
to hear Settle. On one
ill leather shoes for boys that is Republicans
Vance was Informed that
occasion,
reat In value for a Uttle money some young ladies desired to testify
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25; their devotion to the Democratic party
IV2 to
$1.60. For misses and chil. by kissing the Democratic candidate
for governor. Nothing loth, Vance deIt en at same prices.
scended from the platform and kissed
HEDGCOCK8.
a dozen or so of the young beauties,
and then paused long enough to turn
NEW HATS.
around toward his competitor and
Mrs. Brandish wishes to announce shout:
"Settle, I'm kissing my girls;
to the ladles of Las Vegas and vicin now kiss yours!" When he married
ity that our new spring millinery is the second time, he said to his wife on
"My dear, I'm a
ocw on display and the ladies are In- their wedding-day- :
stubborn fellow, and you may anticivited to examine our stock of which
pate trouble. Now, in the beginning,
the materials are the best and prices while I am submissive, I want to
the lowest.
Styles cannot be excell- give you one piece of advice. If you
ed.
We are also prepared to exe- follow it, we'll get on mighty well. It
is this: Make me do just as I darned
cute all orders promptly.
please." A newspaper man, who was
about starling for a rather
Backache Almost Unbearable
portion of Vance's own state, was
Is an almost certain result of kldnev
him one day what kind of actrouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olive St.. asking
commodation he was likely to find.
111.,
"I
suffered
Bloomington,
says:
with backache and pains in my kid "They'll give you some of their fried
aeys which were almost unbearable, hog and eggs," the senator replied.
i
gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial, "That's better than nothing," said the
and they done wonders for me. To- newspaper man. "I don't know I
day I can do a hard day's work and don't know," the senator answered, In
not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer a dubious tone; "I've tried both."
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Grippe, Then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is a
reliable medicine that stops the cough
promptly by healing the cause;
Boothes the Inflamed air passages,
and checks the cold. Keep always on
O.
G.
hand. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
A Cold La

one case of rheumatism In ten re
quires any Internal treatment whatever. This liniment Is for sale by
all druggists.

ATTENTION ELKS
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water
man is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
oat by that high class photographer.
CURE THAT COUGH
Better arrange for a sitting today
By the use ofPenslar's Mentholatum
Waterman, the Plaza.
Cough Balsam. This Is the best preparation on the market for the relief
LENT 18 NEARLY OVER
of coughs and colds. It takes tha,'
Whether you gave up sweetmeats
tight feeling out of the chest and re- during the penitential season or not
lieves Inflamed throats and lungs. For you wil bo glad, on Easter Sunday to
sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy, satlfy your tatste with Potters' faOpera House block
mous
confections. Candies appropriate to the season are In stock In
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
large asortment. You can find any
Can be made a beautlfcl city at kind of Easter novelty. The best of
night as well as by day by th liberal it all is that they are pure as well a?
use of electricity. Those merchants delicious.
The assortment of candy
who already have installed
electric Easter eggs will delight the kiddles
signs have been more than pleased
with the result. Their places of busDO YOU KNOW WHY
iness have been made so attractive
The Lobby is such a popular meetthat the volume of trade has increased ing place for men? The answer is
materially. Electric sigrs are cheaper easy. It handles the best wines and
than you imagine. 8ee us for figures. liquors for sale in Las Vegaa and is
The Las Vegas Light and Power com- In a convenient location, on the corner
pany.
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big
line of the best cigars in always In
stock. LauDach & Benjamin, propriestop and consider
The value of getting good goods at tors.
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our comC. A. Glossner. 24 Ontario st Ro
plete and up to date jewelry stock chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
remember that you are assured of lone and severe attack of kldnpv trnn.
wares that are of guaranteed excel ble, his cure beine due o Foley Kid
lence. We have built up the busi- ney pins. After detailing his case,
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
ness of our store by pleasing every learn
sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
patron and making of every patron In a few days' time my backache
an advertiser. We manufacture beau- completely left me and I felt greatly
tiful filigree Jewelry. Sabino Lujan, improved. Mv kidnevs hersme strnn?.
er, dizzy spells left me and I was
Bridge street.
no longer annoyed at night. I feel
100 per cent better since
using Folev
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
A FATAL CASE.

.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor
RETAIL PRICES
the. or Mora, Each Delivery
to IMS IB, Eaoh Delivery
the. ta 1W lbs, Baoh Delivery
Each Delivery
lb, to 20S
Than 68 lbs. Each Delivery

Ma per ISt lae.
tSs per 1M lae.

law.

,

Ho sw IN ha
48a par 188 lb.

,.K

68s per 108 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Douglas Avenue.

imprinted at Basle in Switzerland, or
Strasburg, Germany. The culprit, according to the historian De Thou, was
a poor little bookseller, a native of
Rouen. While he was waiting at the
gibbet, says Charles Winslow Hall In
the National Magazine, one of his fellow countrymen, coming into Paris on
business, saw him on his way and
recognized him. "Then," says Regnier
de la Planche, "not knowing why he
was condemned to death, he alighted
from his horse at a neighboring hostelry, and, seeing the people very
angry against the unfortunate man,
cried to them, "Eh, what, my friends,
is It not enough that he dies? Leave
bim to the executioner. Would you
like to torment him more than his sentence demands?' They considered the
Norman's pity misplaced. He was
forthwith arrested, judged and hanged
four days later without any form of
process in the same fatal Place Mau
bert."
Promoters of
The old adage in
to a man's heart Is
persons as a libel
manity, but- Deacon
ston evidently did

that

Spirituality.
regard to the way
regarded by some
on masculine huSampson of Crannot regard it In

light.
He went much farther than the
adage, and was willing to express his
opinion at any time when it seemed
best. When the members of the

Central church were discussing the
best way to interest the young people
of the town and bring them Into
touch with church affairs, Deacon
Sampson spoke his word.
"I believe In meetings," he said
firmly; "nobody believes in 'em more,
and nobody attends 'em more than I
do, but along with the meetings I
don't know of anything that promotes
spiritual growth more'n strawberry
socials and oyster suppers, each according to its season." Youth's Companion.

L

RATES

BEST

GOODS

Policeman's Novel Excuse.
Policemen on trial at headquarters
are apt at excuses, says the New York
Sun. Former Inspector Williams used
to tell of an officer who was charged
with having lost his whistle. When
asked to explain he said. "You see, I
went home last night and put my whisMrs. Gosslppe Is It true that your tle on the table. I turned round
and,
?
late husband was very
bless me, one of my kids was choking
Mrs. Weedes Yea; It caused his and nearly black in the face. You see
death. He went to sleep and forgot to commissioner, he'd swallowed
the
wake upl
whistle?" "Is he dead?" aBked the
sympathetic commissioner. "No, sir,"
was the reply. "He Isn't dead, but
The Dubious Sort.
he's got the whooping cough, and now
To fads and fads
There'i jnat no end.
every time he coughs the whistle
But the man with ecads
blows and th cop on th post comes
Na'er lacks a trte-- i.
absent-minded-

HANDLED

ALWAYS
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8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
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FOR

CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS

cents per line each Insertion.
estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less
space than two
Ala
lln- aavertis:ments charged
will be booked at apace
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

NO.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

AND

LOOCE

t,

A.

F.

A

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL

..NO. 804. Meets second and fowtt
Regular
munication first and
Thuraday in O. R. C. hall. Pion
building. Visiting members are oar
third Thuraday In each
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
month. Visiting brothE. P. Mackcl, F. S.
ers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. 1L; B. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the World
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on the second and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CUj
tJfejMpkular conclave second Tnea-G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Visit
Consul;
day m each month at Maare
especially wellng neighbors
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
Invited.
come
and
cordially
Boucher, S- C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at WoodLAS VEGA8 CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers corM A 80 NS
ARCH
Regular convoca
dially invited to attend. A. M.
tion first Monday In each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonic Tem
retary.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R
Williams, H. P.: F. O.
DENTISTS.
Blood, Secretary.
A.

M.

com-

flu

-

0

Wanted

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suit

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has puomt
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

Attorneys
Las Vegas,

&

HUNKER

Chester

at

A.

Hunk

Lsw.
New Merle

;PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF,

D. O., M. D.

Physician and 8urgeon
1 treat all kinds of
diseases, but
Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose n
FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Vegas 342.
Fourth street.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
ildence: 70S Sixth Street
FOR RENT 3 rooms for
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
housekeep
101 Meets every Monday night at
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenne, at
LOCAL TIME CARD
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
welcome.
E.
a.
cordially
Gehrlng,
EA8T BOUND
FOR SALE Modern house, best lo president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
M
Arrive
cation in city. Inquire of owner,
No. 2
9 :15 .1,
9:10 p. m
1015 Eighth street
11:06 p m
11:10 p
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. S4S, No. 4
1:26
1:16 a, m
FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
I. O. of B B. Meets every first No. 8
1U
no.
m
i:4&
2:10
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
p.
p. r
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
M.
All enclosed by a four wire
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
WE8T BO UN u
fence. Three springs affording a
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
'..1:20
No. 1
1:46 p.
p. m
good supply of water. Good crops
Invited
Isaac Appel,
oordir.Hy
No. 3
6:16 p. m
6:10 a. m
raised every year regardless of rain,
President; Charles Greenclay, SecNo. 7
m
4:50 p. n
4:40
sufficient for the maintenance of
p.
retary.
No. 9
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m
three families. Its actual value, $10
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 per I. O. O.
F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
acre if taken at once.
Address,
1.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Meets every Monday evening at
Margarite Romero, Las Vegas, or
Partly by driving blood from the
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visitEl Porvenir, N. M.
surface and congesting the kidneys,
ing brethren cordially invited to at- and
partly by throwing too much work
tend.
. L.
J
Fridfenstine, N. G.; upon them. Foley Kidney Pills
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; the urinary organs and restore the
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevnormal action of the bladder. They
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
are tonic in action, quick in results,
try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cress Drug Co.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of eey
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
month at O. R. C. hall.
won Its great reputation and extenVlsltli
LOST Baby's shoe, on Grand avesive sale by Its remarkable cures of
brothers are cordially Invited.
nue. Return to Optic.
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
Condon, Secretary.
druggists.
SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles In millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now Is the
time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactor
lly at her store on Sixth street.

For Sate

4rn

Lost

G--

Crystal Ice Co

Meteor's Rings.
In the entrance to the American
FOR HOME EMBROIDERY
Museum of Natural History in New Use Reis' Foundation Washable LetYork stands a large meteor brought to ters, which are
first basted to the
that city and presented to the museum linen. As
are
not papier mache,
they
by the Peary Expedition company. To
handle the immense mass of metal they will, when neatly embroidered,
and stone large Iron hooks and rings withstand washing, boiling and ironwere made fast at several places.
ing at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
"The other day," said a museum
guard, "a young New Yorker about
seven years old stood with his mother admiring the exhibit. The mother
read the description, saying that this
came from another planet and was
hurled through space, finally landing
In the arctic regions."
"Mamma," asked the little Knickerbocker, "was that stone hung to the
other planet by those rings?"

new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring- - season I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.

701

OPTIC

For Rent

I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet

Office

I T fl E
P

5,

522

Famous

MARCH 26, 1912.

IT 18 NOT STRANGE
ft Is not strange that so many peoOPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
bill
on
The
street
restaurant
Center
8. Meets first and third Fridays in
of fare Is generous and tne price Is
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
meals.
cheap. 25 cents for regular
IN
ONCE
DISFAVOR
PRINTING
Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy
The "Child's Welfare" movement
Many people wonder bow It Is posWorthy
Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
WANTED
has
the
attention
of
First
class
challenged
seamstress.
e
so
sible to serve such ce'lent meals
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
thoughtful people everywhere. Moth Followers of the Art Have Been
Inquire 902 Third street.
cheaply.
ers are natural supporters, and will
Known to Expiate Their "Crimes"
Grand avenue.
find In Foley's Honey and Tar Comon the Gallows.
THERE'S NO EXCU8E
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a and colds that unchecked lead to
EL
On the 15th of July, 1560, Martin
DORADO
1.
LODGE
NO.
rery reasonable investment you can croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield Lhomme. one of two who were hanged FOR RENT A
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS
Meets
six room furnished
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as quickly to the healing and soot bins In the Place Maubert by the decree
very Monday eveof Foley's Honey and Tar of the
house or will rent rooms for light
a millionaire.
suffered
because
he
We are selling the qualities
parliament,
O. G. Schaefer and Red
in Castle Hall.
ning
Compound.
had published a writing
housekeeping. 1022 Fourth street,
entitled
popular brass beds cheaper than ever Cross Drug Co.
Visiting
Knights are
or
au
la
Main
de
345.
phone
envoyee
"Epistre
tigre
before. We have many styles in the
Invited.
cordially
France"
letter
directed
the
(A
against
matsuttereres
fine
from
rheumatism
satin
and
Many
finish,
bright
IChas. E. Llebsoh- of France), a satire directed TOR RENT Three furnished rooms.
Tiger
have
and
been
:.
delighted
surprised
tresses, springs and pillows, f
1108 Douglas avenue.
nler. Chancellor
with the prompt relief afforded by against the cardinal of Lorraine, then
Johnsen & Son
Commander.
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not all powerful, which had probably been

LOOK AND READ!

lb.

TUESDAY,

Pure Ice
PHONE j MAIN 227

WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that at,
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coers Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled without delay.

ANT Ads
Are Best

YOU CANNOT 8UCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, in making good
pies
or other good things unless you have
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile

company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and your
cooking that requires shortening will
be

excellent

JOHN CHINAMAN
caricatured as a laundry-man- ,
but in all China there is no man
who has reduced the business of laundering to the exact science that have
modern Inventors. The Las Vegas
Steam Laundry has one of the iinest
laundries in New Mexico. The work
and the service rendered Is the best
oroot
Usually

1&

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom amon all
MIGHT BUY the particular thine is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who

L

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

8EVEH
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
E

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

St

B

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

x

stationery;

x

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That

Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, tjt

The
EE

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

At

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial

Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.
1
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The White Kitchen for the best
pastry, palatable home made bread
and good butter.

She Dusts, Cleans and Polishes With one Sweep.
A Money. Time and Temper Saver, for all
kinds of furniture, Wood work, Hard wood floors,
Brass Bedsteads, or any surface you want renewed, refined, polished, cleaned or dusted. It
carries away all dirt and leaves the surface Clean,
Pure and Sanitary, with a beautiful high glossy
finish.

The ladles of the Christian church
wil give a Cafeteria supper Friday,
March 29 in the Coors building.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
wood.
Direct from distillery
. the
to you. At the Lobby, of course
In

Sizes, 25c, 50c and $1.00 Bottles

One Yea
Six Mon

'
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THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
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Subscribe for The Optic

only.
ROMERO

MERC.

CO

Point

It costs you little

Try us.
No Expenment-t-

IX

he

result ot forty

Years' of Study and Experience is
embodied

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only
at

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS

81

617 Douglas

son-in-la-

CO. STORE.

26. The fourteenth annual convention and exhibition of the Texas Hardware and Imwhich were
plement association,
most
opened here today under the
favorable auspices, have attracted a
imlarge number of hardware and
of
the
all
parts
plement dealers from
state to this effc.

PHONE-

Fresh SeedsiAll Kinds Just In

HARDWARE MEN
Dallas, Tex., March
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THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

SIZES

OF COTTON

I

s3

$5

nKp

Quarter-Size- s

Models In

'BjS

Our Latest

MCALSliES

you exclusive custom style as well as perfect custom tit
Our new Regal Oxfords are be3t on advance niodrls designed by
celebrated New York, London and Paria bootmaker for this season's
wear. Come in and try them on.
afford

M. GREENBERGER.

THE

Bid Eight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H.'Erie Hoke'Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Stjrpltjs. and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposit

Furniture That "Glidders"
"Ail that glidders is not gold," says Mr. Dinkelspiel,

The Last Week of

Special Sale
ON

BROOMS
We offer you bargains on the
Famous LEE BROS. Brooms

Fynelyte
Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Excelo
7

6
No. 25

55c
45c
40c
535c

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

'

but if it
does g Udder, you can bet id aind't mud."
You can apply Mr. Dinkelspiel's logic to furniture.
You can't be sure that a beautiful table or chair with good lines
and careful finish it everything St pretends to be.
But you can be sure it won't jar your nerves every time you
come into the room.
And the man who can be trusted to put good lines into furniture
can generally be trusted as to materials.

Every article in this entire store is guaranteed as to materials
and the designs can be trusted.

J.

C.

Johnsen

& Son

76o

B5o
SOo

4Bo
3Bo

30o
2Bo

AT..

BOUCHER'S
Hi

"REGAL

er

CONGRESS

Washington, March 26. President
Taft today transmitted to congress
the tariff board's report on the cotton
schedule with itihe recommendation
that iliat section of the tariff law be
taken up with a view to revision and
reductions in the rates of duty. The
president advises congress that the
have shown
'hoard's investigations
that ithe duties on some cotton yarns
is two and three times in excess of
the difference of the cost of production in the United States and Abroad.
The duties imposed because of finishing processes are often in excess of
the difference in the extra coat due
to finishing and are often in excess
of the total domestic cost of finish
ing.
Prices presented by consumers in
the United States are higher than
abroad even when prices received by
manufacturers in both places are the
same. This is said to be d ie to the
higher cost of distribution here.
Plain clothes are cheap here as any
where, but on fancy fabrics, the duties are in excess of the differences
In cost, and in many cases the duties
are greater than the conversion cost
in the mills of the United States.
President Taft asks a deficiency ap
propriation of $60,000 for the board to
continue its work during April, May
and June and urges congress to con-I- t
may prosecute investigations of the
may prosecute investigations of the
metal, leather, chemical and sugar
schedules which the president has
directed.
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PRESIDENT TAFT SENDS A MESSAGE TO THE NATIONAL
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PERRY ONION & SON

is an exclusive feature of Regal bhoes, to whicli
we want to call the attention of everybody in this town.
In addition to the usual half and fob sizes. Regal come in
sizes in between.
the one quarter and
Tni gives you just double the number of
Siting found in other shces, and means all the
ddtei -- nee between a ncar-h- t ind an exact nt.

Thk

RECOMMEND REDUCTION

Thrifty

os your name for a copy of our Spring
Price List of Seeds, Plants, Bulbs etc.
S07 Si nth Street

AND MISS McDONALD
BE HERE TO ATTEND
FUNCTION8.

John Fender died this morning at
Governor William C. McDonald
the La Vegas hospital. Mr. Fender
was 26 years of age and came to Las and his daughter, Miss Frances McVegas on March 12 for his health
Donald, will be guests of the New
Mexico Normal University upon the
Mrs. Minnie Simpson of Roosevelt occasion of the annual
commencecounty, and Mrs. Roseria A. Rubs of ment In June. Governor McDonald
Grant county, were received this af will address the graduating
class.
ternoon as patients at the New Mexi The personal counsel, advice and enco Hospital for the Insane.
couragement ot the governor will be
an inspiration and a source of happiThomas Corbin was arrested yester ness to the graduates. Governor Mcday afternoon on the charge of drunk Donald was to have given the princienness by Chief of Police Ben Coles pal oration upon the
graduation proThis morning when arraigned before gram but, on account of the strenu
Judge D. R Murray, Corbin pleaded ous rush of legislative business in the
guilty and was sentenced to eight capital, asked to be xcused. The
days in the cooler.
governor, however, was particularly
desirous of being present at the com
Mrs. Frank Wilson, who was operat mencement and
speaking to the grad
ed Upon a few days ago in the Becker uates.
sanitarium, Is reported today as being
Former Governor
L.
Brdaford
in a nrecarious condition. There is Prince will deliver the
adprincipal
little hope for her recovery. Mrs dress.
Mr. Prince Is an eloquent
Wilson was getting along nicely until
speaker and one of New Mexico's
when a change for the most learned men and
yesterday
deep thinker.
worse set (n.
His remarks will be heard with pleasure by the people of Las Vegas. Miss
two teams McDonaTff will
Yesterday afternoon
be one of the Judges
picked from the coming ball players of the dinner to be served
by students
of Las Vegas, calling themselves the of the domestic science
department
Las Vegas Juniors and the Normal
commencement week. Each
during
Juniors played the opening game of
competitor for the prize will serve a
the ball season In the Meadow City. meal for four
persons at an expense
The contest resulted in victory for not to exceed $1. There will be three
the Las Vegas Juniors by a score of other judges in addition to Miss
16 to 3.

Accompanied by A. J. Thuuli, mana
ger of the Watrous Mercantile com
pany, the body of Joseph Raycraft,
who died Sunday morning at the
Watrous ranch, was sent to Blooming- ton, 111., last night on train No. 2.
The body was brought to Las Vegas
Marshal
Deputy United States
Sunday afternoon by Thomas John- Cole of Albuquerque1, was here today
sen and prepared for burial by J. to
take charge of United States books
.
C. Johnsen & Son.
and records, the property of the federal courts. The book's, which formerJuanita Creepin and Maria Crespin
ly were deposited In the headquarters
who were arrested on the charge of of the old Fourth district Unitod
running a house of pros:WuUon, when States court, will be sent to Santa
brought before Judge D. R. Murray Fe
by Marshal Cole.
yesterday, pleaded guilty and were
sentenced to 90 days In the county
In an attempt yesterday afternoon
jail. They were, however, given the
to put the curbing on south Grand
in
but
of
town,
leaving
opportunity
case of failure to do this in a reason- avenue out rrf commission or perhaps,
able length of time they will serve to test the obstacle jumping ability of
their term behind the bars. The wo the car, Dr. F. E. Olney, driving the
men resided at 206 Grand avenue.
big Stanley steamer belonging to
George Bryan, broke one of the front
The basketball teams of the High wheels of the automobile and slightly
school and of the Senior class of the damaged the front of the machine.
Y. M. C A. will play Friday night in Mr. Bryan was with Dr. Olney when
the association gymnasium for second the collision occurred and was inplace in the Y. M. C A. league. Pre structing him in the art of handling
liminary to this game there will be a the car. The machine is now in the
volleyball contest between two picked shop and awaiting a wheel from
teams of the Business Men's class
Both the High school boys and sen
iors are confident of victory and this
Upon medical examination it has
the
of
the
found that the inuries of Gordon
last
will
be
been
which
game,
season, will no doubt, be hotly con B. Smith, a Santa Fe coast line entested.
gineer formerly a fireman running out
of Las Vegas, who was hurt Saturday
The White Kitchen, short orders afternoon when his engine overturned
near Bluewater, are of a serious na
during regular meal hours.
ture. Smith was taken from Gallup,
where he was given emergency treatment, to Albuquerque Sunday night
Owing to the condition of her husband, Mrs. Smith, who lives in Gal
Tup, was telegraphed for yesterday.
of M. P.
Smith is the
Cousins o'fthis city. He ran out of
Las Vegas about three years ago and
you will do well to send your
Tg
well known here. The Albuquerfamily washing to us. ConJournal of yesterday says: Gor
que
reasons:
sider these
B.
don
Smith, recently promoted to an
First. We launder your
on the coast lines, who was
surengineer
in
clothes
clean, sanitary
afternoon near
injured Saturday
roundings.
Bluewater, when his engine overSecond. We launder them
turned, was brought here on Santa
by a process that is scientifidisIt
really
Fe train No. 8 from Gallup last night
cally perfect.
infects as well as cleanses
and taken to the Coast lines hospital.
your clothes.
Immediately after the accident, EnYou know when
Third.
gineer Sm'th was taken to Gallup
your garments are sent to us
for emergency treatment. An examithey are not being worn by
nation of his injuries there disclosed
anyone.
he was seriously hurt, he having susOur service is
Fourth.
severe cuts about the head and
tained
prompt and regular. Weather,
face and scalds on his body and arms.
of
none
sickness, holidays
these affect it.
IN DALLAS.
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PAIR8
American Lady $3.00, $3.60 and $4.00
Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals, A, B.
and C widths, all sizes and styles, all
price for two weeks
go at one-hal- f
800

Sanitary

EMERSON
McCORMICK

X

1312.

WILL

From a Strictly

In some

.

The funeral of Antonio, the 20- son of Mr. and Mrs. De- metrio Rivera, who died yesterday
Burial
occurred In San
morning.
Jose cemetery.
months-ol- d

WEE

.

for the best
25c.

The ladies of the O. I. A. of the B.
of U E. will give a dance at the armory, April 25.

THE GREAT POLISHER AND CLEANSER

Vegal

S

The White Kitchen
meals In fie city for

LIQUID VENEER

Entaref
La

26,

AT NORMAL GRADUATION

House.

Demonstrating in our Window
I

MARCH

The White Kitchen for cleanliness
and
good service. Oysters any style.
a
Old
of
dram
Taylor bourbon
Try
Open day and night. Opposite Harvey GOVERNOR
the Opera Bar.

Miss CHEER UP

M. M. I

TUESDAY.

For picture framing, go to the Vaavenue,
riety shop at 703 Douglas
next to Agua Pura company.

LOCAL NEWS

See the Little Demonstrater
THE

DAILY ORHC,

REPUBLICANS

IN

COLORADO

Colorado Springs, Colo., March 26.
There is every prospect of a lively
contest In the republican state convention which is to meet here tomorrow to name eight deelgates at large
to the national convention qt Ohira-,o- .
for
Colorado has been .'i'm-Taft ever since the scato committee
declared for him at its meeting In
Denver last month. The Roosevelt

declare that the Denver
manager
gathering was packed with federal
office holders and that its nsolutionn

in indorsing Taft and rejecting the
proposal for presidential preference
primaries did not reflect the sentiments of the rank and file of the party. Despite the fact that the state
is against them, the
organisation
Roosevelt followers are preparing to
make a hard fight in the convention
and are hopeful of results.

